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An increasing number of distributed data-driven applications are moving into
public clouds. By sharing resources and operating at large scale, public clouds
promise higher utilization and lower costs than private clusters. Also, flexible
resource allocation and billing methods offered by public clouds enable tenants
to control response time or time-to-solution of their applications.
To achieve high utilization, however, cloud providers inevitably place vir-
tual machine instances non-contiguously, i.e., instances of a given application
may end up in physically distant machines in the cloud. This allocation strategy
leads to significant heterogeneity in average network latency between instances.
Also, virtualization and the shared use of network resources between tenants re-
sults in network latency jitter. We observe that network latency heterogeneity
and jitter in the cloud can greatly increase the time required for communication
in these distributed data-driven applications, which leads to significantly worse
response time.
To improve response time under latency jitter, we propose a general par-
allel framework which exposes a high-level, data-centric programming model.
We design a jitter-tolerant runtime that exploits this programming model to ab-
sorb latency spikes transparently by (1) carefully scheduling computation and
(2) replicating data and computation. To improve response time with hetero-
geneous mean latency, we present ClouDiA, a general deployment advisor that
selects application node deployments minimizing either (1) the largest latency
between application nodes, or (2) the longest critical path among all application
nodes.
We also describe how to effectively control response time for interactive data
analytics in public clouds. We introduce Smart, the first elastic cloud resource
manager for in-memory interactive data analytics. Smart enables control of the
speed of queries by letting users specify the number of compute units per GB
of data processed, and quickly reacts to speed changes by adjusting the amount
of resources allocated to the user. We then describe SmartShare, an extension of
Smart that can serve multiple data scientists simultaneously to obtain additional
cost savings without sacrificing query performance guarantees. Taking advan-
tage of the workload characteristics of interactive data analysis, such as think
time and overlap between datasets, we are able to further improve resource uti-
lization and reduce cost.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
With advances in data center and virtualization technology, more and more dis-
tributed data-driven applications, such as High Performance Computing (HPC)
applications [50, 78, 115, 167], web services and portals [58, 106, 116, 140], data
analytics [160, 151] and even search engines [10, 13], are moving into public
clouds [8].
Representative public cloud service providers include Amazon Elastic Com-
pute Cloud (EC2) [4], Google Compute Engine [62], Windows Azure [148], and
Rackspace Cloud Server [113]. Tenants allocate and then remotely access in-
stances from public clouds. Each instance is a virtual machine allocated on a
physical machine managed by public clouds. Multiple instances, possibly from
different tenants, can share the same physical machine.
To address divergent application needs, public clouds offer a wide selection
of instance types at different costs. Different instance types provide different
combinations of CPU, memory, networking capacity, and other resources. A
tenant can freely allocate and terminate instances of specified types at any time.
For each instance, the tenant pays only for time actually used.
Public clouds represent a valuable platform for tenants due to their incre-
mental scalability and reliability. Nevertheless, the most fundamental advan-
tage of using public clouds is cost-effectiveness. Public clouds take advantage
of the economies of scale in managing resources [108], and at the same time
1
obtain higher utilization by combining resource usage from multiple tenants,
leading to cost reductions unattainable by dedicated private clusters.
In a distributed application, components located on different machines com-
municate and coordinate through a network. Communication latency can
greatly affect the performance of a wide class of distributed applications, such
as scientific simulations [143], key-value stores [46], search engines [10, 13] and
web services and portals [58, 106]. These applications, when deployed in pri-
vate clusters, make a critical assumption of the existence of stable, homoge-
neous, low-latency network connections among physical machines. However,
such network connections no longer exist in public clouds due to sharing among
a large number of tenants, which makes efficiently deploying these applications
in the cloud a challenging task. In Section 1.1.1, we discuss the characteristics
of network latency in public clouds and its effect on response time of latency-
sensitive applications. This motivates our work on improving response time for
latency-sensitive applications in public clouds, which is presented in Chapters 2
and 3.
Data analytics, another important use case for pubic cloud, is an itera-
tive process of querying, observing results, and formulating new queries [69].
Recent advances in distributed in-memory data analytics engines, such as
Shark [151], DB2 BLU [118] and SAP HANA [52], enable data scientists to run
data analytics over large datasets interactively, with fast response time. Al-
though they can be deployed directly in public clouds, these engines are de-
signed to use in private clusters where a fixed amount of resources is given
a priori. This means they cannot allocate additional resources when the fixed
amount of resources is inadequate to maintaining query response time, nor can
2
they release resources when they are not needed. In Section 1.1.2, we discuss the
workload characteristics of interactive data analytics, and argue that the flexibil-
ity in instance allocation and termination that the cloud offers is a good match
for interactive data analytics. This motivates our work in building a cloud-
aware elastic resource manager that exploits such flexibility to control response
time for interactive data analytics at real time, which is presented in Chapter 4.
1.1.1 Network Latency in Public Clouds
Latency Mean
Giving tenants freedom in allocating and terminating instances at any time,
public clouds face new challenges in choosing the placement of instances on
physical machines. First, they must solve this problem at large scale, and at
the same time take into account different tenant needs regarding latency, band-
width, or reliability. Second, even if a fixed goal such as minimizing latency is
given, the placement strategy still needs to take into consideration the possibil-
ity of future instance allocations and terminations.
Given these difficulties, public cloud service providers do not currently ex-
pose instance placement or network topology information to cloud tenants.1
While these API restrictions ease application deployment, they may cost sig-
nificantly in performance, especially for latency-sensitive applications. Unlike
bandwidth, which can be quantified in a Service-Level Agreement (SLA) as a
1The only exception we know of is the notion of cluster placement groups in Amazon EC2
cluster instances. However, these cluster instances are much more costly than other types of
instances, and only a limited number of instances can be allocated within a cluster placement
group.
3
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single number, network latency depends on message sizes and the communica-
tion pattern, both of which vary from one application to another.
In the absence of placement constraints specified by cloud tenants, cloud
providers are free to assign instances to physical resources non-contiguously;
i.e., instances allocated to a given application may end up in physically distant
machines. This leads to heterogeneous network connectivity between instances:
Some pairs of instances are better connected than other pairs in terms of latency,
loss rate, or bandwidth. Figure 1.1 illustrates this effect. We present the cu-
mulative distribution function (CDF) of the mean pairwise end-to-end latencies
among 100 Amazon EC2 large instances (m1.large) in the US East Region, ob-
4
tained by TCP round-trip times of 1 KB messages. Around 10% of the instance
pairs exhibit latency above 0.7 ms, while the bottom 10% are below 0.4 ms. This
heterogeneity in network latencies can greatly increase the response time of dis-
tributed, latency-sensitive applications if instance pairs with high latency are in
the critical path for the application to make progress. Figure 1.2 plots the mean
latencies of four representative links over a 10-day experiment, with latency
measurements averaged every two hours. The observed stability of mean laten-
cies suggests that applications may obtain better performance over a significant
period of time by selecting “good” links for communication.
Latency Jitter
Besides heterogeneous mean latency within a group of instances in public
clouds, recent experimental studies have demonstrated that each pair of cloud
instances can suffer from high variance in network latency over time [126, 142].
We call such high latency variance over time latency jitter. We have confirmed
the existence of latency jitter in public clouds by measuring the TCP round-
trip times for 16 KB messages in several environments, as shown in Figure 1.3.
These environments include the Cornell Weblab, which is a modest dedicated
cluster of machines interconnected by Gigabit Ethernet, and Amazon EC2 cloud
instances in the 32-bit “Small”, 64-bit “Large” and 64-bit “Cluster Compute”
categories. Communication in the Weblab Cluster is well-behaved, with la-
tencies tightly distributed around the mean. The 32-bit EC2 instances have
poor performance, with high average latency and high variance. The 64-bit
EC2 instance categories show better average latency, but suffer frequent latency
“spikes” more than an order of magnitude above the mean. Even the cluster
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compute instances, advertised for HPC applications, show the same effect. For
32-bit “Small” and 64-bit “Large” instance where latency jitter is more severe,
we present the CDF of latency in correspondence to the latency measurements
6
over time. Between two “Small” instances, about 25% of the messages take more
than 10 ms to finish the round-trip, whereas the mean latency is 8.6 ms. Between
two “Large” instances, about 8% of the messages take more than 5 ms to finish
the round-trip, whereas the mean latency is 2.6 ms.
Distributed applications that run frequent synchronization between in-
stances suffer dramatically in the presence of latency jitter. For example, in a
distributed application that uses bulk synchronous model [138], barrier syn-
chronization is needed to make progress after each independent parallel com-
putation phase. Suppose a message from process Pi to process P j is delayed by
a latency spike during barrier synchronization. P j then blocks and cannot make
progress until it gets unblocked by the arriving message. If computational load
is balanced, this will cause P j to be late sending its own messages for the next
barrier synchronization. This in turn will create a latency wave eventually affect-
ing all the processes, which is hard to compensate for in these applications.
1.1.2 Interactive Data Analytics in Public Clouds
As mentioned before, data analytics is another important use case for public
clouds. The interactive usage model adopted by such systems implies that their
generated workload changes significantly over time. It is therefore beneficial
to manage compute resources elastically, allocating resources when users are
active and releasing them during periods of inactivity.
Taking advantage of the flexible instance allocation provided by the cloud,
we can maintain only datasets that are needed by currently active users in the
aggregated memory of machines in the cloud. But memory alone is not suffi-
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Figure 1.4: Virtual Cores Needed for Desired Interactivity
cient to guarantee interactivity of queries; compute power must be considered
as well. Figure 1.4 illustrates this requirement, showing the number of virtual
cores required to achieve specified levels of interactivity for several common
data science operations: scan, group by, and one iteration of logistic regression
applied to a 3 GB in-memory dataset on a Amazon EC2 compute optimized
extra large (c1.xlarge) instance [4]. Clearly, some operators are more computa-
tionally heavy than others. Similar observations have been made for Spark [151]
and for Hadoop [60]. Thus, operator cost should be taken into consideration for
elastic resource management. Ideally, users should be able to control the re-
sponse time of interactive data analysis by tuning the amount of CPU resources
associated with their in-memory datasets. The diversity in the mix of resources that
can be allocated in the cloud enables us to closely fit the changing needs of inter-
active users. By choosing the best suitable instance type initially and adjusting
the instance type selection dynamically based on a user’s desired interactivity,
significant cost saving can also be potentially achieved.
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1.2 Dissertation Outline
This remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapters 2 and 3,
we discuss how to improve response time in public clouds, under latency jitter
and with heterogeneous mean latency respectively. Then we present how to
control response time for interactive data analytics in the cloud in Chapter 4.
Finally, we discuss related work in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2
IMPROVING RESPONSE TIME UNDER LATENCY JITTER
2.1 Introduction
Many important scientific applications are organized into logical time steps
called ticks. Examples of such time-stepped applications include behavioral
simulations, graph processing, belief propagation, random walks, and neigh-
borhood propagation [7, 25, 34, 39, 92]. They also include classic iterative meth-
ods for solving linear systems and eigenvalue problems [16]. These applications
are typically highly data parallel within ticks; however, the end of every tick is
a logical barrier. Today these applications are usually implemented in the bulk
synchronous model, which advocates global synchronization as a primitive to
implement tick barriers [138].
The bulk synchronous model has allowed scientists to easily design and ex-
ecute their parallel applications in modern HPC centers and large private clus-
ters. However, the use of frequent barriers makes these codes very sensitive to
fluctuations in performance. As a consequence, most modern HPC centers allo-
cate whole portions of a cluster exclusively for execution of an application. This
model works well for heavy science users, but is not ideal for mid-range appli-
cations that only need to use a few hundred compute nodes [115]. In particular,
these mid-range users have to wait on execution queues for long periods, some-
times hours or even days, to get to run their jobs. This significantly lengthens
the time-to-solution for a number of scientific research groups worldwide.
This chapter examines what happens when we take these scientific applica-
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tions off those private, well-behaved, expensive computing platforms and run
them in the cloud. As the next generation computing platform, the cloud holds
both promise and challenges for large-scale scientific applications [50, 115]. On
the one hand, the cloud offers scientists instant availability of large computa-
tional power at an affordable price. This is achieved via low-overhead virtual-
ization of hardware resources [153, 154, 155]. On the other hand, the common
practice of using commodity interconnects and shared resources in the cloud al-
ters fundamental assumptions that scientific applications were based on in the
past.
As we have discussed in Section 1.1.1, time-stepped applications that are
programmed in the bulk synchronous model suffer dramatically from the high
network latency jitter in the today’s cloud. The HPC community has in-
vested significant work in optimizing communication for time-stepped applica-
tions [2, 23, 83]. However, these optimization techniques were developed using
a model of fixed, unavoidable latency for sending a message across a dedicated
network, and not for the unstable, unpredictable latency that characterizes the
cloud. Furthermore, many of these previous techniques can only be applied
to applications whose computational logic can be formulated as a sparse linear
algebra problem. [47]
This specialization significantly impairs the productivity of scientists who
want to develop new applications without regard for which optimizations to
use for communication. A general programming model for time-stepped ap-
plications that can abstract the messy latency characteristics of the cloud is cur-
rently missing.
Contributions of this Chapter. In this chapter we describe a general, jitter-
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tolerant parallel framework for time-stepped scientific applications. By taking
a data-centric approach, we shield developers from having to implement com-
munication logic for their applications. Our data-driven runtime automatically
provides multiple generic optimizations that compensate for network jitter. In
summary, this work makes the following contributions:
1. We observe that logical barriers in time-stepped applications usually en-
code data dependencies between subsets of the application state. Our program-
ming model allows developers to abstract application state as tables, and express
the data dependencies as functions over queries (Section 2.4).
2. We present an efficient jitter-tolerant runtime, by which time-stepped ap-
plications specified in our programming model are executed in parallel. Our im-
plementation uses two primary techniques: scheduling based on data dependen-
cies and replication of data and computation (Section 2.5). A formal description
of our model and correctness proofs of our algorithms appear in Appendix A.1.
3. In an experimental evaluation, we show that our runtime significantly
improves the performance of a wide range of scientific applications in Amazon
EC2. We observe gains of up to a factor of three in throughput for several time-
stepped applications coded in our programming model (Section 2.6).
We start our presentation by defining time-stepped applications (Section 2.2)
and summarizing our approach (Section 2.3).
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2.2 Time-Stepped Applications
A time-stepped application is a parallel scientific application organized into logi-
cal ticks. Processes in these applications proceed completely in parallel within
a tick and exchange messages only at tick boundaries. Today, most of these ap-
plications are implemented in the bulk synchronous model, which introduces
logical global barriers at the end of a tick [138]. The conceptual simplicity of
this model has led to its widespread adoption by a large number of scientific
applications [7, 16, 25, 34, 39, 92].
Time-stepped application developers typically follow proven design pat-
terns to improve parallel efficiency. First, developers usually choose to exploit
data parallelism within a tick, since it provides for very fine-grained parallel com-
putations. Second, developers strive to architect their applications for high lo-
cality of access so that they can minimize the amount of information exchanged
among processes at logical barriers. We illustrate these design patterns in the
following example, which we use throughout this chapter.
Running Example: Behavioral Simulations. Behavioral simulations model
complex systems of individual, intelligent agents, such as transportation net-
works and animal swarms [34, 39]. In these
13
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simulations, time is discretized into ticks;
within a tick, the agents concurrently gather
data about the world, reason on this data, and
update their states for the next tick [143]. For
instance, Couzin et al. used this type of simu-
lation to study information transfer in schools
of fish [39]. An illustration of this simulation
is shown on the right. Within a tick, each fish
agent inspects the current velocities of other vis-
ible fish to determine its new velocity for the next tick. In addition, informed
individuals balance these social interactions with a preferred direction (e.g., a
food source) to determine movement. Two application parameters determine
how far a fish can see or move within a tick. The former is termed visibility,
denoted V, while the latter is termed reachability, denoted R.
Given visibility and reachability constraints, we can partition the simulated
space and assign each spatial partition to a different process (dotted lines in the
figure). The processing of a tick is data-parallel: each process executes the tick
logic for each fish agent in its partition independently, calculating its new state.
When all the fish agents in some partition have been updated, we say this parti-
tion has been stepped to the next tick. Notice, however, that processing of a fish
requires access to the state of all neighbor fish within distance V as its context.
Therefore, processing of a partition requires not only computing the new state
for all fish within the partition, but also knowledge of which fish move between
partitions. Such dependencies for a partition in space can be found by expanding
the partition rectangle by both the visibility and reachability parameters. As
these parameters typically represent a small fraction of the simulated space, it
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is clear that the fish simulation exhibits strong locality.
Many other important applications, such as graph processing platforms [98]
and iterative solvers [16], are time-stepped and therefore designed to exploit
data parallelism and locality. We develop two additional examples of such
applications in Appendixes A.2.1 and A.2.2. They correspond to an itera-
tive method, Jacobi iteration [16], and a graph processing application, PageR-
ank [25].
2.3 Our Approach
As we have mentioned before, due to their use of logical barriers bulk syn-
chronous implementations of time-stepped applications are extremely vulner-
able to latency. There has been significant work in the past to compensate for
fixed latency in these applications [2, 23, 83]. However, applying these tech-
niques to a new time-stepped application requires non-trivial redesign of the ap-
plication’s computational logic as well as its underlying communication logic.
In addition, making these techniques work in the presence of large latency vari-
ance in the cloud remains a challenging task. We tackle both of these challenges
simultaneously by providing a general parallel framework for scientists which
exploits properties of time-stepped applications to hide all details of handling
latency jitter. Our framework abstracts time-stepped applications into an intu-
itive data-driven programming model so that scientists only need to focus on the
computational logic of their applications. The framework then executes the pro-
gram in an associated jitter-tolerant runtime for efficient processing. By carefully
modeling data dependencies and locality of the application in our program-
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ming model, our jitter-tolerant runtime is able to schedule useful computation
automatically and efficiently during latency spikes.
More specifically, our programming model abstracts the application state
as a set of relational tables. Conceptually, each tick of the computation takes
these tables from one version to the next. In order to capture data parallelism
and locality, we let the application developers specify a partitioning function
over these tables, as well as model the data dependencies necessary for correct
computation.
Modeling data dependencies efficiently is not trivial. The naive approach
would be to specify dependencies directly on the data, creating a large data
dependency graph among individual tuples. Unfortunately, the overhead of
tracking dependencies at such a fine granularity would be very large. Our pro-
gramming model takes a different approach: We compactly represent sets of
tuples by encoding them as queries. Data dependencies are then modeled by
functions that define relationships between queries. This approach introduces
the complexity of ensuring that dependency specifications on queries are equiv-
alent to those on the underlying data. Once we formally prove the correctness
of these relationships, however, we obtain a programming model that can nat-
urally express locality and dependencies at very low overhead. All the com-
plexity of managing dependency relationships on queries is hidden inside our
runtime implementation.
As an example, consider the fish simulation above. The application state is a
table containing each fish as a separate tuple. We model the partition assigned
to each process as a query – encoded by a rectangle in the simulation space.
As computation proceeds over several ticks, we automatically ensure that data
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items are correctly updated and respect the partition query. To achieve this,
we can apply a function to the partition query that returns another query cor-
responding to the partition’s rectangle enlarged by how far fish can see. This
query thus encodes the read dependencies of the partition. Similarly, we can
apply another function to the latter query to obtain a rectangle further enlarged
by how far fish can move. This third query encodes both the read and write
dependencies of the partition. We describe our programming model in detail in
Section 2.4. This programming model is not language-specific and we anticipate
implementations in different languages will emerge.
Based on the dependencies abstracted as queries, the jitter-tolerant runtime
controls all aspects of the data communication between processes on behalf
of the application. The runtime ensures that the right data is available at the
right time to unblock computation and overcome jitter. As we show in Sec-
tion 2.5.1, the runtime takes advantage of the structure of dependency relation-
ships to synchronize efficiently. First, our runtime restricts communication to
only those processes that are dependency neighbors. This technique reduces the
communication cost by replacing global synchronization by local synchroniza-
tion. However, it neither removes nor relaxes synchronization points. To deal
with variance in message latency during synchronization, our runtime further
optimizes communication using two techniques: dependency scheduling and com-
putational replication. The goal of dependency scheduling (Section 2.5.2) is to
continue computation on subsets of the application state whose dependencies
are locally satisfied when a latency spike occurs. In that case, we can advance
computations to future steps on subsets of the state instead of getting blocked.
Computational replication (Section 2.5.3) uses redundant data and its respective
computation both to communicate less often and to unblock even more compu-
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tation internal to a process. Hence, this technique can be used to complement
dependency scheduling by providing additional flexibility at synchronization
points.
2.4 Programming Model
In this section, we describe the programming model offered by our jitter-
tolerant runtime. Table 2.1 summarizes the functions we require application
developers to instantiate. We explain them in detail in the following subsec-
tions.
2.4.1 Modeling State and Computation
Global State. A time-stepped program logically has a global state that is up-
dated as part of some iterative computation. We model this global state as a set
of relational tables. Each tuple in a table is uniquely identified, and may con-
tain a number of attributes. For example, the global state of the fish simulation
introduced in Section 2.1 can be represented by the table:
Fish(id, x, y, vx, vy).
Here, id is a unique identifier for a fish. The attributes (x,y) and (vx,vy) represent
a fish’s position and velocity, respectively. For simplicity of presentation, we
assume that the global state consists of a single table in first normal form, i.e.,
cells are single-valued [97]. Our techniques can be extended to multiple tables
and structured attributes.
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Table 2.1: Programming Model
St stands for any possible global state S in execution at time step t.
List<Query> PART(int n) State NEW(Query q)
Partitions the global state so that it can
be distributed to n processes. The par-
titioning is represented by a list of n
queries that select subsets of the global
state which should be given to each
process.
Initializes the local state according to q.
Typical implementations of this func-
tion read the local state selected by q
from a distributed file system.
State STEP(State toStep, State con-
text)
Query RD(Query q)
Steps the application logic for every tu-
ple in the toStep state by one tick and
returns new values. The STEP function
is only allowed to inspect tuples in the
state given as context .
Calculates the read dependencies of q.
It returns a query that captures all tu-
ples needed in context to correctly step
q(St).
Query RX(Query q) Query WD(Query q)
Calculates the read exclusiveness of
q. It returns a query that captures
all tuples in q(St) that can be correctly
stepped by only using q(St) as context .
Calculates the write dependencies of q.
It returns a query p such that correctly
stepping p(St) returns a state that con-
tains all tuples in q(St+1).
Query WX(Query q) boolean DISJOINT(Query q0, Query
q1)
Calculates the write exclusiveness of q.
It returns a query p such that correctly
stepping q(St) returns a state that con-
tains all tuples in p(St+1).
Tests whether the queries q0 and q1 can
have a nonempty intersection. It re-
turns false if it is possible for q0 and q1
to ever select a tuple in common.
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We remark that this table abstraction of state is purely logical. The physical
representation of state could include additional data structures, such as a spatial
index, to speed up processing. This separation allows us to model the state of a
wide range of applications with tables, while not forfeiting the use of optimized
representations in an actual implementation. In our programming model, we
simply abstract state by an opaque State interface.
We denote the initial global state of the application by S 0, and the global
state at the end of tick i by S i. S 0 is typically generated dynamically or read
from a file system. In the fish simulation, for example, the initial state of the
fish school gets loaded from a checkpoint file. At each tick, updates to the state
depend only on the state at the end of the previous tick, and not the history of
past states. Thus, conceptually the time-stepped application logic encodes an
update function GSTEP, s.t.:
S t+1 = GSTEP(S t)
Partitioned Data Parallelism. Many time-stepped programs employ parti-
tioned data parallelism, as observed in Section 2.2. Within a tick, we operate
on partitions of the global state in parallel. At the end of the tick, we exchange
data among processes to allow computation to advance again for the next tick.
One has to make sure that such data parallel executions are equivalent to iter-
ated applications of GSTEP to the global state.
To abstract data parallel execution in our programming model, the program-
mer firstly informs our framework of a partitioning method by implementing
a partitioning function PART (Table 2.1). PART takes the number of processes n,
optionally reads a global state, and outputs a list of n selection queries. A selec-
tion query Q (or query, for short) is a monotonic operation for selecting a subset
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of tuples from the global state of the application.1 It takes a global state S and
obtains a subset Q(S ) ⊆ S . The queries output by PART must form a partition
of the global state. That is, at any tick, applying the queries to the global state
S results in n disjoint subsets that completely cover S . For example, the fish
simulation implements the following PART function:
List<Query> PART(int n) {
File globalState = getGlobalStateFromCkpt();
QuadTree qt = QuadTree(globalState,n);
List<Query> queries = getLeafRectangles(qt);
return queries;
}
As shown above, the fish simulation builds a quadtree structure containing
exactly n leaves over the individual fish, while trying to balance the number of
agents per leaf as much as possible [70, 124]. The result is a list of rectangles that
partition the space. For this example, these rectangles are the implementation
of our selection queries, which are distributed to n distinct processes. Periodic
repartitioning may be required for load rebalancing, which can be implemented
as reinvocations of function PART.
Now suppose we break up the global state S into n disjoint partitions Qi(S ),
s.t.
⋃n
i=1 Qi(S ) = S . Unless the application is embarrasingly parallel, we can-
not guarantee that GSTEP(S t) =
⋃n
i=1 GSTEP(Qi(S t)). This is because the correct
computation of partition Qi(S ) may require GSTEP to inspect data from other
partitions as context.
1Monotonic queries maintain the containment relationship between input states [97]. So
adding tuples to a state cannot make a selection query over this state return less tuples.
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To address this problem, we introduce two more functions: a local initializa-
tion function NEW(Q) and a local update function STEP(A, B). The local initializa-
tion function NEW(Q) takes a query Q calculated by the partition function PART.
It creates the local state of a process Pi, denoted S i, by applying Q to the global
state. Details on how Q is calculated are presented in Section 2.5.
The local update function STEP(A, B) takes as input two states: a state A to
compute on and a context state B. Note that tuples in both A and B are read-
only, while the output state contains updated tuples in A and any other newly
generated tuples from the result of the computation. This function agrees with
the standard update in that:
STEP(S , S ) = GSTEP(S ), ∀global states S
In addition, we require STEP to be both partitionable and distributive for cor-
rect execution:
Property 1 (Partitionable). Let piid
(
S ) denote the set of unique identifiers in S . Then
for any states S a, S b ⊆ S such that S a ∩ S b = ∅,
piid
(
STEP(S a, S )
) ∩ piid(STEP(S b, S )) = ∅ (2.1)
Property 2 (Distributive). For any states S a, S b ⊆ S such that S a ∩ S b = ∅,
STEP(S a, S ) ∪ STEP(S b, S ) = STEP(S a ∪ S b, S ) (2.2)
Property 1 guarantees that the outputs of computations on partitions still
forms a partition of the global state. Property 2 ensures that independent com-
putations on the subsets of the global state can be recombined simply. These
two properties are the key to parallelizing the computation. In practice, many
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of our time-stepped applications perform updates on individual tuples while
preserving their key values, which respects the above two properties.
Returning to the fish simulation example, a single tick consists of each fish
inspecting other fish that it can see to decide its own velocity for the next tick.
This logic is coded in the following STEP function:
State STEP(State toStep, State context) {
State result = getCleanState();
for (Fish f in toStep) {
for (Fish g in context, g visible to f) {
... // compute influence of g in f
}
if (isInformed(f)) {
...// balance with preferred direction
}
result.addFish(f, influence, balance);
}
return result;
}
The function STEP is applied to subsets of the fish relation, which are com-
posed of tuples representing individual fish. It is easy to see that this STEP
function is both partitionable and distributive.
2.4.2 Modeling Data Dependencies
Everything we have specified so far would be required for any data paral-
lelization of a time-stepped application, and is not unique to our programming
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Figure 2.1: RD, RX, WD and WX Functions
model. However, we still need to model a key aspect of time-stepped applica-
tions: data dependencies.
For applications that exhibit locality, stepping partition Qi(S ) of a process Pi
may not require the entire global state as context. Yet, the context has to be large
enough to contain all data which the computation over Qi(S ) needs to read. As
long as all such data is included in the context state at every tick, STEP will
generate the same result as having the entire global state given as context. In
this case, we say that Qi(S ) is correctly stepped.
Some of the context data required by STEP may not be in the local partition,
and thus needs to be gathered and replicated from other processes. Therefore,
the local state S i generated by NEW(Qi) must at a minimum include this repli-
cated data, in addition to the corresponding partition data Qi(S ).
In a classic data parallel implementation, the developer would need to hand-
code this communication pattern for replication. However, in our programming
model, developers are only asked to specify simple and intuitive dependency
relationships between queries, which are declared in the functions RD, RX, WD,
and WX (Table 2.1).
Figure 2.1(a) illustrates the implementation of the data dependency func-
tions for the fish simulation. Formal definitions of the properties these func-
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tions must respect can be found in Appendix A.1. As mentioned in Section 2.2,
a fish can only see as far as its visibility range V. In this case, RD(Q) returns a
query that contains all fish visible to some fish in Q(S ), for any global state S . In
other words, RD(Q) comprises the read dependencies for computations of fish
contained in Q(S ), and thus can be used as the context to step Q(S ). Similarly,
RX(Q) returns a query that contains all the fish that cannot see (and thus do not
depend on reads of) fish outside Q(S ):
Query RD(Query q) {
Rect qr = (Rect) q;
return new Rect(qr.lowLeftX - V, qr.lowLeftY - V,
qr.upperRightX + V, qr.upperRightY + V);
}
Query RX(Query q) {
Rect qr = (Rect) q;
return new Rect(qr.lowLeftX + V, qr.lowLeftY + V,
qr.upperRightX - V, qr.upperRightY - V);
}
In our experience, these functions are easy to specify; indeed, developers typi-
cally think in these terms when developing parallel applications.
As fish in our example are partitioned by their spatial locations, movement
of a fish over the course of the simulation can change its responsible process.
Therefore, computations over the local partition may need to write new data to
other partitions within a tick. Such write dependencies can be captured through
functions WD and WX. For example, suppose that the maximum distance a
fish can move within a tick is given by a reachability parameter R. In this case,
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WD(Q) can return a query that extends Q by the reachability R. In other words,
WD(Q) selects the set of tuples such that correctly stepping this set produces
all tuples that satisfy Q in the next tick. Similarly, WX(Q) returns a query that
shrinks Q by the reachability R. Correctly stepping Q(S ) produces all tuples that
satisfy WX(Q) in the next tick:
Query WD(Query q) {
Rect qr = (Rect) q;
return new Rect(qr.lowLeftX - R, qr.lowLeftY - R,
qr.upperRightX + R, qr.upperRightY + R);
}
Query WX(Query q) {
Rect qr = (Rect) q;
return new Rect(qr.lowLeftX + R, qr.lowLeftY + R,
qr.upperRightX - R, qr.upperRightY - R);
}
Not all time-stepped applications require the specification of all four func-
tions above. For example, consider a standard PageRank computation. We can
represent vertices in the graph as database tuples, and implement PART with a
graph partitioning algorithm, such as METIS [82]. Figure 2.1(b) illustrates RD
and RX in this problem. RD(Q) includes Q plus any vertex with an edge outgo-
ing to a vertex contained in Q; RX(Q) includes only those elements of Q whose
incoming edges all come from vertices of Q. However, since the graph structure
is static and vertices only need to read from their incoming neighbors, WD and
WX are simply identity functions. We include the full specification of PageRank
using our programming model in Appendix A.2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Dependency Scheduling.
Finally, our framework may need to operate on selection queries in order
to automatically set up the communication pattern for the application. So we
require programmers to specify one additional function, DISJOINT, to test for
query disjointness. In the case of the fish simulation, the operation DISJOINT is
easy to implement: It is just rectangle disjointness.
2.5 Jitter-Tolerant Runtime
We now describe how our jitter-tolerant runtime automatically implements
communication and schedules computation given the primitives of our pro-
gramming model. We assume that messages are reliably delivered (i.e., packets
are never lost), and that messages between any pair of processes are not re-
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ordered. However, as we have discussed previously, messages may be delayed
by latency spikes. For simplicity, whenever it is clear from the context, in this
section we slightly abuse notation and use Qi to denote the subset Qi(S t) of a
global state S at tick t.
2.5.1 Local Synchronization
Traditional bulk synchronous implementations of time-stepped applications in-
troduce global barriers between ticks: At the end of each tick, processors need
to block while synchronizing their updated data with each other. The cost of
these barriers is determined by the arrival time of the last message in the tick.
If we can reduce the number of processes that need to synchronize at a barrier,
we can reduce their cost. We observe that the groups of processes that need to
synchronize with each other can be determined automatically by leveraging the
data dependencies among states encoded in our programming model. If we can
assert that a process will never read from or write to another process during the
computation, no message exchanges are necessary between them.
The general condition under which two processes Pi and P j must synchro-
nize falls naturally from this observation. Suppose that after applying the par-
titioning function PART, we associate its i-th and j-th output queries Qi and Q j
with Pi and P j, respectively. Then, to determine if Pi should send messages to
P j, we invoke the following test:2
¬DISJOINT(Qi,WD ◦ RD(Q j))
The idea is that RD(Q j) is complete upon having all tuples generated by correctly
2The operator ◦ is the classic function composition operator, applied from right to left.
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Algorithm 1: Local Synchronization at Process Pi
Input: User-defined RD, WD, DISJOINT
Input: Qi and S 0i = NEW(RD(Qi))
Input: Number of timesteps T , Number of processors N
1: for t = 1 to T do
2: S ti = STEP(Qi(S
t−1
i ), S
t−1
i );
3: for j = 1 to N do
4: if ¬DISJOINT(Qi,WD ◦ RD(Q j)) then
5: SEND
((
WD ◦ RD(Q j))(S ti), j)
6: end if
7: end for
8: for j = 1 to N do
9: if ¬DISJOINT(Q j,WD ◦ RD(Qi)) then
10: S ′ = RECEIVE( j)
11: S ti = S
t
i ∪ S ′
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for
stepping WD ◦RD(Q j). So we can safely assert that process Pi will never need to
communicate with P j unless Qi may ever include tuples in WD ◦ RD(Q j). If the
above test succeeds, we call Pi a neighbor of P j.
Algorithm 1 shows how to replace global barriers with local synchronization
using user-instantiated RD and WD. The data is partitioned among processes
according to PART, and we initialize the local state S i of a process Pi to its par-
tition data along with the corresponding read dependency. The STEP function
is applied in parallel for each tick (Line 2). At tick boundaries, each process
only exchanges messages with other processes that satisfy the condition above
(Lines 3 to 13). To ensure correct execution, processes synchronize their appro-
priate read and write dependencies.
Correctness and Efficiency. Theorem 1 in Appendix A.1.2 states the correct-
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ness of Algorithm 1 by demonstrating that it is equivalent to iteratively apply-
ing GSTEP to the global state. We expect Algorithm 1 to suffer performance
degradation in the presence of network jitter. We explore how to address this
deficiency in the next sections.
2.5.2 Dependency Scheduling
Note that although the communication pattern we derive above may avoid
global barriers, processes with dependencies still need to synchronize at the
end of every tick. As a result, network jitter in the cloud may still lead to long
waits for incoming messages at these synchronization points. To deal with this
problem, we introduce dependency scheduling, which advances partial com-
putations over subsets of the tuples that do not depend on those incoming mes-
sages. We can find these subsets by making use of functions WX and RX: if a
process is responsible for a partition Q, then the set returned by WX(Q) cannot
be affected by data generated from other processes within a tick. RX ◦ WX(Q)
further refines this set to tuples that only depend on data inside of WX(Q) for
their computation. Therefore, it is safe to advance computation on RX ◦WX(Q)
before receiving messages from any processes.
For concreteness, suppose process P at tick t computes the partition specified
by query Q, as illustrated in Figure 2.2(a). We can safely advance Q to the next
tick t+1 (Figure 2.2(b)). At the end of this computation, we can check if messages
have been received. If not, we can apply the above construction recursively,
leading to the series:
RX ◦WX(Q), (RX ◦WX)2(Q), . . . , (RX ◦WX)d(Q)
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where parameter d, provided by the application developer, is the maximum
depth allowed for scheduling. This idea is illustrated in Figures 2.2(c) and (d).
Note that it is possible that for some d′ < d, (RX ◦WX)d′(Q) is already an empty
set. If this is the case, we can stop further applying RX ◦WX.
When the messages from neighbors finally arrive, we can use them to update
the tuples in RD(Q) to the next tick t + 1 (Figure 2.2(e)). Now, we can finish
the remaining computation in Q for t + 2 (Figure 2.2(f)). Intuitively, finishing
computation for earlier ticks has higher priority over advancing computation
even further to future ticks. This is because we want to send messages to our
neighbors to unblock their computations as early as possible.
In order to advance the remainder Q−RX ◦WX(Q) to t+ 2, however, we may
need to inspect data in RX ◦WX(Q) at t + 1 as context. The maintenance of these
multiple versions is illustrated in Figure 2.2 by the multiple horizontal bars.
Suppose at this point the next messages from our neighbors are again de-
layed. We can then continue the computation by stepping RX ◦WX(Q) − (RX ◦
WX)2(Q), advancing the contained tuples to tick t + 3 (Figure 2.2(g)).
Algorithm 2 shows the detailed description of the distributed dependency
scheduling algorithm for each process Pi. As with Algorithm 1, we assume a
total number of ticks T for the computation. The maximum scheduling depth
is specified by d. The algorithm maintains a book-keeping array DEPTH, which
holds the depth of the computation for each tick t, as well as a window of tick
numbers [tw, tc] (Line 1). tw is the tick still waiting for messages from neighbors,
while tc is the tick to advance next.
At each iteration, Pi schedules computation whenever possible by calling the
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Algorithm 2: Dependency Scheduling at Process Pi
Input: User-defined WX, RX, DISJOINT
Input: Qi and S 0i = NEW(RD(Qi))
Input: Number of timesteps T , Scheduling depth d
1: Initialize tc = tw = 1, DEPTH[1] = 0, DEPTH[2..T ] = −1
2: while tw ≤ T do
3: if tc ≤ T then
4: /* schedule next computation to execute */
5: Q1i = (RX ◦WX)DEPTH[tc](Qi)
6: if DEPTH[tc + 1] = −1 then /* not initialized */
7: S tci = STEP(Q
1
i (S
tc−1
i ), S
tc−1
i )
8: else
9: Q2i = (RX ◦WX)DEPTH[tc+1]−1(Qi)
10: S tci = S
tc
i ∪ STEP
(
(Q1i \ Q2i )(S tc−1i ), S tc−1i
)
11: end if
12: /* send data if tc’s computation finished */
13: if DEPTH[tc] = 0 then
14: SEND(S tci )
15: end if
16: DEPTH[tc + 1] = DEPTH[tc] + 1; tc = tc + 1
17: end if
18: repeat /* wait if nothing is schedulable */
19: if TRYRECEIVE(tw) then
20: Update S twi from messages received.
21: tw = tw + 1; tc = tw; DEPTH[tc] = 0
22: end if
23: until −1 < DEPTH[tc] ≤ d
24: end while
STEP function (Lines 3 to 17). To decide what to schedule next, Pi first obtains
the subset at the current depth of tc (Line 5). If the next tick tc + 1 has not been
scheduled yet, the whole subset at tc can be advanced (Lines 6 to 8). Otherwise,
Pi needs to update the difference between this subset and the one currently at
tc + 1 (Lines 9 to 11). In either case, the computation of STEP requires the state as
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Figure 2.3: Computational Replication.
of time tc − 1 as its context.
Whenever the depth of a tick reaches zero, its computation is complete. This
implies Pi can send the corresponding update messages out to its neighbors
and start working on the next tick (Lines 13 to 16). Finally, Pi waits for mes-
sages from neighbors until some computation can be scheduled (Lines 18 to
23). When all incoming messages for tick tw have arrived, we update S twi and
set tc such that the whole of Qi(S tw+1i ) becomes ready for computation. Note that
the user-instantiated DISJOINT function is called implicitly in the TRYRECEIVE
and SEND operations. Therefore, Pi only blocks if nothing can be scheduled (i.e.,
the computation at tc has already reached the maximum allowable depth). The
latter condition could easily be replaced by a check of whether the subset at the
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depth of tc contains any data.
Correctness and Efficiency. Theorem 2 in Appendix A.1.2 states the correctness
of Algorithm 2. With efficient query implementation and proper precomputa-
tion of dependency functions (Lines 5 and 9), the overhead of Algorithm 2 itself
is negligible, since the body of the outer loop always schedules one STEP invo-
cation, except when the process is blocked by communication.
2.5.3 Computational Replication
With dependency scheduling, we can overlap part of the future computation
of a process with communication in the presence of a latency spike. However,
since the data that depends on incoming messages cannot be updated, depen-
dency scheduling does not allow the process to finish all the computations of the
current tick and send out messages to its neighbors for the current tick. Conse-
quently, latency waves still get propagated to other processes. To tackle this
problem, we explore the idea of computational replication, which pays some
extra computation to allow processes to complete the current tick in the absence
of incoming messages. With computational replication, we redundantly per-
form the computation of neighbors locally, i.e., we emulate message receipts from
them. This of course assumes that the computation of a tick can be made deter-
ministic. Gladly, the STEP function already respects Properties 1 and 2. So in all
time-stepped applications we studied, achieving determinism only required us
to additionally ensure that the state of pseudorandom number generators were
included in the state of the application.
Recall that at tick t, a process Pi steps Qi and waits for messages from its
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neighbors to update RD(Qi). In order to emulate the receipt of these messages,
the process needs to locally store RD ◦WD ◦RD(Qi). The outermost layer of read
dependency allows us to correctly step WD◦RD(Qi). This computation produces
all the writes necessary to obtain the state for the next tick of RD(Qi). We can
apply this idea recursively with more replicated data: By having m layers of
replicas (i.e., RD ◦ (WD ◦RD)m(Q)), we can proceed to tick t+m without receiving
any messages.
Since layers of replicas allow a process to step multiple ticks without receiv-
ing any messages, we can use them to reduce the frequency of message rounds
from every tick to only every k ticks. Of course, if we have m layers of replicas,
processes must exchange messages at least every k = m + 1 ticks. When k is
exactly m + 1, computational replication corresponds to a generalization of the
“ghost cells” technique from the HPC community (see Section 5.1). However,
we observe that sometimes it may be more profitable to have k ≤ m in the cloud,
since this allows for a second use of emulating message receipts: to unblock
computation local to our process during a latency spike.
Again, we first illustrate this idea through an example, in which k = 2 and
m = 3. Figure 2.3(a) shows three layers of replicas, up to RD ◦ (WD ◦ RD)3(Q) for
a process with partition query Q at tick t. As we only send messages every two
ticks, we need to emulate message receipts for tick t + 1. This implies stepping
WD ◦ RD(Q) so that RD(Q) reaches t + 1. After that, we can step Q to t + 2 (Fig-
ures 2.3(b) and (c)). At this point, we send messages to our neighbors. Suppose
now the incoming messages from our neighbors are delayed by a latency spike.
We can then use the additional layers of replicas to run useful computation over
Q. The first step is to compute over (WD ◦ RD)3(Q) −WD ◦ RD(Q) at tick t and
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then over (WD ◦ RD)2(Q) − Q at tick t + 1 (Figures 2.3(d) and (e)). Note that here
we compute over two layers of replicas at a time because we need to ensure
that write dependencies are resolved for the innermost layer. Now we are again
ready to compute over WD ◦ RD(Q), advancing RD(Q) to t + 3 (Figure 2.3(f)).
Suppose at this moment the messages from our neighbors finally arrive. We
can append the data in those messages for tick t + 2 to the corresponding tuples
(Figure 2.3(g)). As we had RD(Q) at t + 3, we can proceed and step Q to t + 4,
sending messages out again to our neighbors (Figure 2.3(h)). The above proce-
dure can be repeated if another latency spike again delays incoming messages
(Figure 2.3(i)).
Algorithm 3 describes the distributed computational replication algorithm
for each process Pi. The input to this algorithm is the same as for Algorithm 2,
except that we have the two parameters k and m instead of parameter d. Given
these parameters, process Pi will only communicate with its neighbors every k
steps, but keep m replica layers. Similarly to Algorithm 2, we keep a WIDTH
book-keeping array. This time it indicates the amount of replication at each tick.
Tick number tw represents the tick we are waiting on data from our neighbors
(Line 1). Finally, as in Algorithm 2, TRYRECEIVE and SEND operate over all
appropriate neighbors, and implicitly make use of DISJOINT.
At each tick in the computation, Pi first processes the data in Qi and sends
messages to its neighbors if the current tick is a multiple of k (Lines 3 to 6). Then
Pi tries to receive incoming messages. If the messages from its neighbors have
arrived, Pi can set the width of tw to the full replication width m, as all replicas
are updated with the data in the messages. After that, Pi advances tw by k, since
the next message will only come k steps later. If the messages are not available,
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Algorithm 3: Computational Replication at Process Pi
Input: User-defined RD, WD, DISJOINT, k, m
Input: Qi and S 0i = NEW(RD ◦ (WD ◦ RD)m(Qi))
Input: Number of timesteps T
1: Init tw = 1, WIDTH[1..T ] = −1, WIDTH[0] = m
2: for t = 1 to T do
3: S ti = STEP(Qi(S
t−1
i ), S
t−1
i )
4: if t mod k = 0 then
5: SEND(S ti)
6: end if
7: while WIDTH[t] = −1 do
8: if TRYRECEIVE(tw) then
9: Update S twi from messages received.
10: WIDTH[tw] = m; tw = tw + k
11: else /* try to calculate incoming updates */
12: p = t − 1
13: while WIDTH[p] ≤ WIDTH[p + 1] + 1 and
p ≥ t − m do
14: p = p − 1
15: end while
16: if WIDTH[p] > WIDTH[p + 1] + 1 then
17: Q1i = (WD ◦ RD)WIDTH[p+1]+2
18: Q2i = (WD ◦ RD)WIDTH[p+1]+1
19: S p+1i = S
p+1
i ∪ STEP
(
(Q1i \ Q2i )(S pi ), S pi
)
20: WIDTH[p + 1] = WIDTH[p + 1] + 1
21: end if
22: end if
23: end while
24: end for
Pi needs to emulate their receipts by first finding the innermost replica layer that
can be advanced (Lines 11 to 15). The difference in width between this replica
layer and the subsequent layer must be at least two, as otherwise processing the
replica layer will not unblock the subsequent layer. When Pi finds such a replica
layer, it can process the tuples in this layer and increase its width (Lines 16 to 20).
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After enough replica layers are processed and the width of tick t drops to zero,
Pi can then advance Qi to the next tick without blocking on communication.
For ease of exposition, Algorithm 3 presents pure replication without com-
bining it with dependency scheduling; however, these two techniques can work
together and we show their combined effect in our experiments (Section 2.6).
Correctness and Efficiency. Theorem 3 in Section A.1.2 states the correctness
of Algorithm 3. Similarly to Algorithm 2, the overhead of Algorithm 3 can be
reduced by efficient query implementation and proper precomputation of de-
pendency functions (Lines 17 to 19). In addition, the redundant computations
performed by the algorithm are designed to be executed only during the time
that the process would be idle waiting on messages. Thus, as we expect the
value of m to be a small constant, we anticipate that the remaining overhead of
this algorithm be negligible.
2.6 Experiments
In this section, we present experimental results for three different time-stepped
applications using our jitter tolerant runtime. The goals of our experiments are
two-fold: (i) We want to validate the effectiveness of the various optimization
techniques introduced in Section 2.5 in a real cloud environment; (ii) We want
to evaluate how the optimizations introduced by our runtime can improve the
parallel scalability of these applications.
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2.6.1 Setup
Implementation. We have built a prototype of our jitter-tolerant runtime in
C++. The runtime exposes the programming model described in Section 2.4
as its API. All the communication is done using MPI. In order to focus on the
effects of network communication, all our application code is single-threaded
and we ran one runtime process per virtual machine.
Application Workloads. We have implemented three realistic time-stepped ap-
plications: a fish school behavioral simulation [39], a linear solver using the
Jacobi method [16], and a message-passing algorithm that computes PageR-
ank [25]. The fish simulation has already been explained throughout this chap-
ter. Regarding parallel processing, we use two-dimensional grid partitioning to
distribute the fish agents across processes. The implementation of this simula-
tion follows closely the example pseudocode shown in Section 2.4.
The Jacobi solver is a common building block used to accelerate Krylov sub-
space methods such as conjugate gradients and to derive smoothers for multi-
grid methods. It follows a communication pattern among cells of the matrix
with high spatial locality: At each step, each cell needs to communicate its val-
ues to its spatial neighbors. In our experiments, we implemented a 2D head
diffusion solver, in which each process is allocated a fixed-size 1,000 x 1,000
block of the matrix. Pseudocode for our implementation of this method can be
found in Appendix A.2.1.
For the PageRank algorithm, we used the U.S. Patent Citation Network
graph with 3,774,768 vertices and 16,518,948 edges in our experiments [89]. In
addition, we used the popular METIS graph partitioning toolkit in PART to com-
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pute a per-vertex partitioning of the input graph [82]. Pseudocode for PageRank
is given in Appendix A.2.2.
Our techniques target compensating for network jitter, and not delays
caused by systematic load imbalance. The reader is referred to Hendrickson
and Devine for a description of techniques for the latter problem [70]. Nev-
ertheless, our techniques may still be helpful when latency spikes exceed the
delays caused by imbalanced load. To fairly measure the contribution of our
techniques to performance, we have tuned the applications above so that load
would be as well balanced as possible among the executing processes. We could
achieve nearly perfect load balance for both the fish simulation and the Jacobi
solver. For PageRank, however, we were limited to the quality of the partition-
ing generated by METIS. In addition, as the fish simulation and Jacobi solver
applications follow a spatial communication pattern, by analyzing data depen-
dencies we can bound the number of neighbors for each process by a constant.
However, the same is not true of PageRank: the small-world property of the
graph structure of our dataset results in a nearly all-to-all communication pat-
tern. As a consequence, we expect the effectiveness of our optimizations on this
application to be reduced.
We tuned state sizes by partitioning the state up until we started to observe
diminishing returns on parallel efficiency. All of the applications above operate
over a modest-sized state smaller than a few tens of megabytes per process.
Even though our algorithms may need to keep multiple versions of the updated
parts of the state, these additional copies fit comfortably in main memory.
In all the experiments, our metric is the overall tick throughput, in agent
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(fish simulation) or cell (Jacobi solver) or edge (PageRank) ticks per second.
Hardware Setup. We ran experiments in the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud
(Amazon EC2). In order to conduct large scale experiments within our limited
budget, we chose to use large instances (m1.large) in all experiments. Each large
instance has two 2.26GHz Xeon cores with 6MB cache and 7.5GB main memory.
We also forced all instances to reside in the same availability zone. Given the
similar distribution of message latencies between these instances and cluster
instances (Figure 1.3), we believe our results will be qualitatively similar to runs
in these other instances as well. Unless otherwise stated, all our experiments
are run with 50 large instances.
We have packaged our experimental setup as a public Amazon Linux AMI;
documentation and source code are available at [55].
2.6.2 Methodology
Clearly, our measurements are affected by the network conditions at Amazon
EC2. Given that this is a cloud environment, we cannot guarantee identical
network conditions across multiple experiments. As a result, absolute measure-
ments are not repeatable. So we must devise a scheme to obtain repeatable
relative rankings of the techniques we evaluate.
We exercised care in a number of aspects of the experiment setup. First, as
we mentioned previously, we only allocated instances within the same avail-
ability zone. In addition, we made sure to use the same set of instances for all of
our measurements of all methods. The rationale is that we wish to get a network
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Figure 2.4: Variance Over Time: Jacobi
setup that is as invariant as possible across measurements.
Unfortunately, this is not enough. Even with the same set of instances in the
same availability zone, we have observed that the Amazon EC2 network is not
only unstable with a high rate of abnormal message delays, but also exhibits
high median latency variation over time. In order to conduct meaningful com-
parisons between different techniques, we must account for this temporal vari-
ation in network performance. As a result, the following procedure is carried
out to obtain the performance measurements. First, we execute all techniques in
rounds of fixed order. A performance measurement consists of at least 20 con-
secutive executions of these rounds. We report standard deviation with error
bars. This methodology seeks to ensure that each round sees roughly compara-
ble distributions of message latencies. We had to tune manually the maximum
running time of each round so that it was smaller than the time it took for the
network to exhibit large changes in message delay distributions. Nevertheless,
we were still able to ensure the execution of each technique in each round to be
of at least 500 ticks.
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Figure 2.4 illustrates this temporal variation effect. We compare the differ-
ent techniques from Section 2.5 on the Jacobi solver application. As explained
above, we alternate the execution of these techniques in each round. The x-axis
plots 20 executions of such rounds, while the y-axis shows the raw elapsed time
for each technique at each round. We can observe that the results of different
techniques exhibit the same temporal trends due to variance in network per-
formance; at the same time, the measurements still clearly demonstrate which
techniques are superior.
While relative rankings among techniques are made comparable by the
above methodology, we stress that the absolute values of results shown in the
figures in this section are not directly comparable with each other. This is the
case even if they are from the same application and use the same technique with
the same parameters, given that we cannot control variations in network load
over longer time scales.
2.6.3 Results
Effect of Individual Optimizations. Figure 2.5 shows the performance of the
fish simulation with dependency scheduling. When the depth of scheduling
is allowed to reach only a single tick forward in time, tick throughput already
increases by roughly 30% when compared to local synchronization (i.e., Algo-
rithm 1; we are not comparing with the naive bulk synchronous implementa-
tion) since the first layer of scheduling enables computation to overlap with
communication. Allowing even larger depth of scheduling does not signifi-
cantly improve throughput. That is because after the messages are received
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from our neighbors, only a small amount of computation is left to let us send
messages for the next tick. However, as we synchronize every tick, the benefit
of computing the second layer earlier, rather than over the communication time
of the next tick, is minimal. As shown in Figure 2.6, we observe similar behav-
ior for PageRank. The results for the Jacobi solver are omitted: They are also
similar to the results of fish simulation.
Given the above effect, we need to communicate less often than every tick
in order to realize the potential benefits of scheduling. This can be achieved by
computational replication, which we first evaluate independently. Figures 2.7
to 2.9 display the results for the fish simulation. Each figure shows a different
setting for the communication avoidance parameter k. Given the value of k, we
vary the number of layers of replication m. In Figure 2.7, throughput reaches its
peak at m = 2, dropping significantly after that point. The reason is that as we
communicate every tick, the message sizes are small and communication cost
is dominated by latency. Thus, it is beneficial to send more than one layer of
replicas together to better compensate for jitter. However, as we increase the
degree of replication, the overhead in message sizes overshadows the benefits
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in tolerance to jitter.
Figures 2.8 and 2.9 exhibit similar patterns. However, in Figure 2.9, through-
put increases from m = 8 to m = 9. In this situation, we increase the size of
replication information by only one eighth; however, now we are able to redun-
dantly compute enough to send messages for the next communication round.
This unblocks other processes earlier, increasing performance. We have also
tested many other parameter settings for both the fish simulation and the Jacobi
solver. The best setting we could devise for the former was of k = 2 and m = 3;
for the latter, k = 3 and m = 5.
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For all of our experiments, we also measured separately the breakdown of
execution time into time spent in calls to the STEP function, communication wait
time, and time spent in all other parts of the runtime. We observed that the latter
time always corresponded to at most 0.02% of execution time. This confirms our
expectations with respect to the efficiency of Algorithms 2 and 3 (Sections 2.5.2
and 2.5.3).
Finally, for the PageRank application, the small-world structure of the graph
we use implies a nearly all-to-all communication pattern. In addition, even a
one-hop dependency of a graph partition can lead to a significant fraction of the
whole graph. As replication is obviously counterproductive in this situation,
we do not show experimental results with replication for this application.
Effect of Combined Optimizations.
Figures 2.10 and 2.11 show the effect of combinations of multiple optimiza-
tions. As we have seen before, increasing the scheduling depth does not hurt
throughput, so in order to take maximum advantage of scheduling we set its
depth to 10. For replication, we use the best setting from the previous experi-
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ment.
While replication brings the largest benefit as an individual technique to
both applications, replication combined with scheduling shows even better per-
formance. The improvement in throughput using this combined technique is
over a factor of 3 for the Jacobi solver and around a factor of 2.5 for the fish
simulation. This comes from the fact that scheduling can absorb part of a la-
tency spike without increasing the size of messages exchanged among pro-
cesses. Therefore, it can help replication achieve higher throughput without
introducing any extra communication overhead.
Impact on Parallel Scalability. We measure the parallel scaleup performance
of our runtime by varying the number of instances from 4 to 100 while keeping
the average workload of each instance constant. Figure 2.12 shows scalability
results for the fish simulation; the Jacobi solver shows similar trends. One can
see that our best combination of techniques can further improve the near-linear
scalability compared with local synchronization.
2.7 Conclusions
We have shown how time-stepped applications can deal with large variance
in message delivery times, a key characteristic of today’s cloud environments.
Our novel data-driven programming model abstracts the state of these applica-
tions as tables and expresses data dependencies among sets of tuples as queries.
Based on our programming model, our runtime achieves jitter-tolerance trans-
parently to the programmer while improving throughput of several typical ap-
plications by up to a factor of three. As future work, we plan to investigate
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how to apply our framework to legacy code automatically or with little hu-
man input. Another interesting direction is quantifying the energy impact of
our redundant computation techniques and analyzing the resulting trade-off
with time-to-solution. Finally, we will investigate jitter-tolerance techniques for
a much wider class of applications, e.g., transactional systems and replicated
state machines.
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CHAPTER 3
IMPROVING RESPONSE TIME UNDER LATENCY HETEROGENEITY
3.1 Introduction
In Section 1.1.1, we have shown the heterogeneous network connectivity be-
tween instances in Amazon EC2. In Appendix B.3, we show that this intuition
is not restricted to Amazon EC2: Similar observations of latency heterogene-
ity and mean latency stability can be made in other main public cloud service
providers, namely Google Compute Engine and Rackspace Cloud Server.
This chapter examines how developers can carefully tune the deployment of
their distributed applications in public clouds. At a high level, we make two im-
portant observations: (i) If we carefully choose the mapping from nodes (com-
ponents) of distributed applications to instances, we can potentially prevent
badly interconnected pairs of instances from communicating with each other;
(ii) if we over-allocate instances and terminate instances with bad connectivity,
we can potentially improve application response times. These two observations
motivate our general approach: A cloud tenant has a target number of com-
ponents to deploy onto x virtual machines in the cloud. In our approach, she
allocates x instances plus a small number of additional instances (say x/10). She
then carefully selects which of these 1.1 · x instances to use and how to map her x
application components to these selected virtual machines. She then terminates
the x/10 over-allocated instances.
Our general approach could also be directly adopted by a cloud provider –
potentially at a price differential – but the provider would need to widen its API
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to include latency-sensitivity information. Since no cloud provider currently al-
lows this, we take the point of view of the cloud tenant, by whom our techniques
are immediately deployable.
Contributions of this Chapter. In this chapter, we introduce the problem of
deployment advice in the cloud and instantiate a concrete deployment advisor
called ClouDiA (Cloud Deployment Advisor).
1. ClouDiA works for two large classes of data-driven applications. The first
class, which contains many HPC applications, is sensitive to the worst link la-
tency, as this latency can significantly affect total time-to-solution in a variety
of scientific applications [2, 23, 47, 83]. The second class, represented by search
engines as well as web services and portals, is sensitive to the longest path be-
tween application nodes, as this cost models the network links with the high-
est potential impact on application response time. ClouDiA takes as input an
application communication graph and an optimization objective, automatically
allocates instances, measures latencies, and finally outputs an optimized node
deployment plan (Section 3.2). To the best of our knowledge, our methodology
is the first to address deployment tuning for latency-sensitive applications in
public clouds.
2. We formally define the two node deployment problems solved by
ClouDiA and prove the hardness of these problems. The two optimization ob-
jectives used by ClouDiA – largest latency and longest critical path – model a
large class of current distributed cloud applications that are sensitive to latency
(Section 3.3).
3. We present an optimization framework that can solve these two classes
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of problems, and explore multiple algorithmic approaches. In addition to
lightweight greedy and randomization techniques, we present different solvers
for the two problems based on mixed-integer and constraint programming. We
discuss optimizations and heuristics that allow us to obtain high-quality de-
ployment plans over the scale of hundreds of instances (Section 3.4).
4. We discuss methods to obtain accurate latency measurements (Section 3.5)
and evaluate our optimization framework with both synthetic and real dis-
tributed applications in Amazon EC2. We observe 15%-55% reduction in time-
to-solution or response times. These benefits come exclusively from optimized
deployment plans, and require no changes to the specific application (Sec-
tion 3.6).
This chapter extends and subsumes its earlier conference version [166]. The
additional contributions of this chapter are: (a) the exploration of lightweight
algorithmic approaches to solve the node deployment problem under the two
optimization objectives used by ClouDiA (Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.5 as well as
experimental results in Section 3.6.5); (b) the exploration of additional metrics
to model communication cost other than mean latency, namely mean latency
plus standard deviation, and latency at the 99th percentile (Section 3.3.2 and
experimental results in Section 3.6.4); (c) a discussion of overlapped execution
of ClouDiA with target applications (Section 3.2.2); (d) the confirmation of the
same effects of latency heterogeneity and mean latency stability in public cloud
providers other than Amazon Web Services, namely Google Compute Engine
and Rackspace Cloud Server (Appendix B.3).
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3.2 Tuning for Latency-Sensitive Applications in the Cloud
To give a high-level intuition for our approach, we first describe the classes of
applications we target in Section 3.2.1. We then describe the architecture that
ClouDiA uses to suggest deployments for these applications in Section 3.2.2.
3.2.1 Latency-Sensitive Applications
We can classify latency-sensitive applications in the cloud into two broad
classes: high-performance computing applications, for which the main perfor-
mance goal is time-to-solution, and service-oriented applications, for which the
main performance goal is response time for service calls.
Goal: Time-to-solution. A number of HPC applications simulate natural pro-
cesses via long-running, distributed computations. For example, consider the
simulation of collective animal movement published by Couzin et al. in Na-
ture [40]. In this simulation, a group of animals, such as a fish school, moves
together in a two-dimensional space. Animals maintain group cohesion by ob-
serving each other. In addition, a few animals try to influence the direction
of movement of the whole group, e.g., because they have seen a predator or a
food source. This simulation can be partitioned among multiple compute nodes
through a spatial partitioning scheme [143]. At every time step of the simula-
tion, neighboring nodes exchange messages before proceeding to the next time
step. As the end of a time step is a logical barrier, worst-link latency essen-
tially determines communication cost [2, 23, 83, 167]. Similar communication
patterns are common in multiple linear algebra computations [47]. Another ex-
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ample of an HPC application where time-to-solution is critical is dynamic traffic
assignment [145]. Here traffic patterns are extrapolated for a given time period,
say 15 min, based on traffic data collected for the previous period. Simulation
must be faster than real time so that simulation results can generate decisions
that will improve traffic conditions for the next time period. Again, the simula-
tion is distributed over multiple nodes, and computation is assigned based on a
graph partitioning of the traffic network [145]. In all of these HPC applications,
time-to-solution is dramatically affected by the latency of the worst link.
Goal: Service response time. Web services and portals, as well as search en-
gines, are prime cloud applications [10, 58, 140]. For example, consider a web
portal, such as Yahoo! [116] or Amazon [140]. The rendering of a web page in
these portals is the result of tens, or hundreds, of web service calls [106]. While
different portions of the web page can be constructed independently, there is
still a critical path of service calls that determines the server-side communica-
tion time to respond to a client request. Latencies in the critical path add up,
and can negatively affect end-user response time.
3.2.2 Architecture of ClouDiA
Figure 3.1 depicts the architecture of ClouDiA. The dashed line indicates the
boundary between ClouDiA and public cloud tenants. The tuning methodology
followed by ClouDiA comprises the following steps:
1. Allocate Instances: A tenant specifies the communication graph for the
application, along with a maximum number of instances at least as great as
the required number of application nodes. CloudDiA then automatically allo-
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Figure 3.1: Architecture of ClouDiA
cates cloud instances to run the application. Depending on the specified maxi-
mum number of instances, ClouDiA will over-allocate instances to increase the
chances of finding a good deployment.
2. Get Measurements: The pairwise latencies between instances can only
be observed after instances are allocated. ClouDiA performs efficient network
measurements to obtain these latencies, as described in Section 3.5. The main
challenge is reliably estimating the mean latencies quickly, given that time spent
in measurement is not available to the application.
3. Search Deployment: Using the measurement results, together with the
optimization objective specified by the tenant, CloudDiA searches for a “good”
deployment plan: one which avoids “bad” communication links. We formalize
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this notion and pose the node deployment problem in Section 3.3. We then
formulate two variants of the problem that model our two classes of latency-
sensitive applications. We prove the hardness of these optimization problems
in Appendix B.1. Given the hardness of these problems, traditional methods
cannot scale to realistic sizes. We propose techniques that significantly speed
up the search in Section 3.4.
4. Terminate Extra Instances: Finally, ClouDiA terminates any over-
allocated instances and the tenant can start the application with an optimized
node deployment plan.
Adapting to changing network conditions. The architecture outlined above
assumes that the application will run under relatively stable network condi-
tions. We believe this assumption is justified: The target applications outlined
in Section 3.2.1 have long execution time once deployed, and our experiments
in Figure 1.2 show stable pairwise latencies in EC2. In the future, more dynamic
cloud network infrastructure may become the norm. In this case, the optimal
deployment plan could change over time, forcing us to consider dynamic re-
deployment. We envision that re-deployment can be achieved via iterations of
the architecture above: getting new measurements, searching for a new optimal
plan, and re-deploying the application.
Two interesting issues arise with iterative re-deployment. First, we need
to consider whether information from previous runs could be exploited by a
new deployment. Unfortunately, previous runs provide no information about
network resources that were not used by the application. In addition, as re-
deployment is triggered by changes in network conditions, it is unlikely that
network conditions of previous runs will be predictive of conditions of future
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runs. Second, re-deployment should not interrupt the running application, es-
pecially in the case of web services and portals. Unfortunately, current public
clouds do not support virtual machine live migration [4, 113, 148]. Without live
migration, complicated state migration logic would have to be added to indi-
vidual cloud applications.
Overlapping ClouDiA with application execution. We envision one further
improvement to our architecture that will become possible if support for VM
live migration or state migration logic becomes pervasive: Instead of wast-
ing idle compute cycles while ClouDiA performs network measurements and
searches for a deployment plan, we could instead begin execution of the appli-
cation over the initially allocated instances, in parallel with ClouDiA. Clearly,
this strategy may lead to interference between ClouDiA’s measurements and
the normal execution of the application, which would have to be carefully con-
trolled. In addition, this strategy would only pay off if the state migration cost
necessary to re-deploy the application under the plan found by ClouDiA would
be small enough compared to simply running ClouDiA as outlined in Figure 3.1.
3.3 The Node Deployment Problem
In this section, we present the optimization problems addressed by ClouDiA.
We begin by discussing how we model network cost (Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2).
We then formalize two versions of the node deployment problem (Section 3.3.3).
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3.3.1 Cost Functions
When a set of instances is allocated in a public cloud, in principle any instance
in the set can communicate with any other instance, possibly at differing costs.
Differences arise because of the underlying physical network resources that im-
plement data transfers between instances. We call the collection of network
resources that interconnect a pair of instances the communication link between
them. We formalize communication cost as follows.
Definition 1 (Communication Cost). Given a set of instances S , we define CL :
S × S → R as the communication cost function. For a pair of instances i, j ∈ S ,
CL(i, j) gives the communication cost of the link from instance i to j.
CL can be defined based on different criteria, e.g., latency, bandwidth, or loss
rate. To reflect true network properties, we assume costs of links can be asym-
metric and the triangle inequality does not necessarily hold. In this chapter,
given the applications we are targeting, we focus solely on using network latency
as a specific instance for CL. Extending to other network cost measurements is
future work.
Our definition of communication cost treats communication links as essen-
tially independent. This modeling decision ignores the underlying implemen-
tation of communication links in the datacenter. In practice, however, current
clouds tend to organize their network topology in a tree-like structure [19]. A
natural question is whether we could provide more structure to the communica-
tion cost function by reverse engineering this underlying network topology. Ap-
proaches such as Sequoia [119] deduce underlying network topology by map-
ping application nodes onto leaves of a virtual tree. Unfortunately, even though
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these inference approaches work well for Internet-level topologies, state-of-the-
art methods cannot infer public cloud environments accurately [17, 35].
Even if we could obtain accurate topology information, it would be non-
trivial to make use of it. First, there is no guarantee that the nodes of a given
application can all be allocated to nearby physical elements (e.g., in the same
rack), so we need an approach that fundamentally tackles differences in com-
munication costs. Second, datacenter topologies are themselves evolving, with
recent proposals for new high-performance topologies [103]. Optimizations de-
veloped for a specific tree-like topology may no longer be generally applicable
as new topologies are deployed. Our general formulation of communication
cost makes our techniques applicable to multiple different choices of datacenter
topologies. Nevertheless, as we will see in Section 3.6, we can support a general
cost formulation, but optimize deployment search when there are uniformities
in the cost, e.g., clusters of links with similar cost values.
To estimate the communication cost function CL for the set of allocated in-
stances, CloudDiA runs an efficient network measurement tool (Section 3.5).
Note that the exact communication cost is application-dependent. Applications
communicating messages of different sizes can be affected differently by the
network heterogeneity. However, for latency-sensitive applications, we expect
application-independent network latency measurements can be used as a good
performance indicator, although they might not precisely match the exact com-
munication cost in application execution. This is because our notion of cost need
only discriminate between “good” and “bad” communication links, rather than
accurately predict actual application runtime performance.
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3.3.2 Metrics for Communication Cost
Even if we focus our attention solely on network latency, there are still multi-
ple ways to measure and characterize such latency. The most natural metric,
shown in Figures 1.1 and 1.2, is mean latency, which captures the average la-
tency behavior of a link. However, some applications are particularly sensitive
to latency jitter, and not only heterogeneity in mean latency [167]. For these ap-
plications, an alternate metric which combines the mean latency with the stan-
dard deviation on latency measurements may be the most appropriate. Finally,
demanding applications may seek latency guarantees at a high percentile of the
latency distribution.
While all the above metrics provide genuine characterizations of different
aspects of network latency, two additional considerations must be taken into
account before adopting a latency metric. First, since in our framework commu-
nication cost is used merely to differentiate “good” from “bad” links, correlated
metrics behave effectively in the same way. So a non-straightforward metric
other than mean latency only makes sense if it is not significantly correlated
with the mean. Second, any candidate latency metric should guide the search
process carried out by ClouDiA such that lower cost deployments represent
deployments with lower actual time-to-solution or response time. Since most
latency-sensitive applications tend to be significantly affected by mean latency,
it is not clear whether other candidate latency metrics will lead to deployments
with better application performance. We explore these considerations experi-
mentally in Section 3.6.
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3.3.3 Problem Formulation
To deploy applications in public clouds, a mapping between logical application
nodes and cloud instances needs to be determined. We call this mapping a
deployment plan.
Definition 2 (Deployment Plan). Let S be the set of instances. Given a set N of
application nodes, a deployment plan D : N → S is a mapping of each applica-
tion node n ∈ N to an instance s ∈ S .
In this dissertation, we require that D be an injection, that is, each instance
s ∈ S can have at most one application node n ∈ N mapped to it. There are two
implications of this definition. On one hand, we do not collocate application
nodes on the same instance. In some cases, it might be beneficial to collocate
services, yet we argue these services should be merged into application nodes
before determining the deployment plan. On the other hand, it is possible that
some instances will have no application nodes mapped to them. This gives us
flexibility to over-allocate instances at first, and then shutdown those instances
with high communication cost.
In today’s public clouds, tenants typically determine a deployment plan by
either a default or a random mapping. CloudDiA takes a more sophisticated
approach. The deployment plan is generated by solving an optimization prob-
lem and searching through a space of possible deployment plans. This search
procedure takes as input the communication cost function CL, obtained by our
measurement tool, as well as a communication graph and a deployment cost func-
tion, both specified by the cloud tenant.
Definition 3 (Communication Graph). Given a set N of application nodes, the
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communication graph G = (V, E) is an undirected graph where V = N and E =
{(i, j)|i, j ∈ N ∧ talks(i, j)}.
The talks relation above models the application-specific communication pat-
terns. When defining the communication graph through the talks relation, the
cloud tenant should only include communication links that have impact on the
performance of the application. For example, those links first used for boot-
strapping and rarely used afterwards should not be included in the communi-
cation graph. An alternative formulation for the communication graph would
be to add weights to edges, extending the semantics of talks. We leave this to
future work.
We find that although such a communication graph is typically not hard to
extract from the application, it might be a tedious task for a cloud tenant to gen-
erate an input file with O(|N |2) links. ClouDiA therefore provides communication
graph templates for certain common graph structures such as meshes or bipartite
graphs to minimize human involvement.
In addition to the communication graph, a deployment cost function needs
to be specified by the cloud tenant. At a high level, a deployment cost func-
tion evaluates the cost of the deployment plan by observing the structure of
the communication graph and the communication cost for links in the given
deployment. The optimization goal for CloudDiA is to generate a deployment
plan that minimizes this cost.
Given a deployment plan D, a communication graph G, and a communica-
tion cost function CL, we define CD(D,G,CL) ∈ R as the deployment cost of D.
CD must be monotonic on link cost and invariant under exchanging nodes that
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are indistinguishable using link costs.
Now, we can formally define the node deployment problem:
Definition 4 (Node Deployment Problem). Given a deployment cost function
CD, a communication graph G, and a communication cost function CL, the node
deployment problem is to find the optimal deployment
DOPT = argminD CD(D,G,CL).
In the remainder, we focus on two classes of deployment cost functions,
which capture the essential aspects of the communication cost of latency-
sensitive applications running in public clouds.
In High Performance Computing (HPC) applications, such as simulations,
matrix computations, and graph processing [167], application nodes typically
synchronize periodically using either global or local communication barriers.
The completion of these barriers depends on the communication link which
experiences the longest delay. Motivated by such applications, we define our
first class of deployment cost function to return the highest link cost.
Class 1 (Deployment Cost: Longest Link). Given a deployment plan D, a com-
munication graph G = (V, E) and a communication cost function CL, the longest
link deployment cost CLLD (D,G,CL) = max(i, j)∈E CL(D(i),D( j)).
Another class of latency-sensitive applications is exemplified by search en-
gines [10, 13] as well as web services and portals [58, 106, 116, 140]. Services
provided by these applications typically organize application nodes into trees or
directed acyclic graphs, and the overall latency of these services is determined
by the communication path which takes the longest time [133]. We therefore
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define our second class of deployment cost function to return the highest path
cost.
Class 2 (Deployment Cost: Longest Path). Given a deployment plan D, an
acyclic communication graph G and a communication cost function CL, the
longest path deployment cost CLPD (D,G,CL) = maxpath P⊆G
(
Σ(i, j)∈PCL(D(i),D( j))).
Note that the above definition assumes the application is sending a sequence
of causally-related messages along the edges of a path, and summation is used
to aggregate the communication cost of the links in the path.
Although we believe these two classes cover a wide spectrum of latency-
sensitive cloud applications, there are still important applications which do not
fall exactly into either of them. For example, consider a key-value store with
latency requirements on average response time or the 99.9th percentile of the
response time distribution [46]. This application does not exactly match either
of the two deployment cost functions above, since average response time may
be influenced by multiple links in different paths. We discuss the applicability
of our deployment cost functions to a key-value store workload further in Sec-
tion 3.6.1. We then proceed to show experimentally in Section 3.6.4 that even
though Longest-Link is not a perfect match for such a workload, use of this de-
ployment cost function still yields a 15%-31% improvement in average response
time for a key-value store workload. Given the possibility of utilizing the above
cost functions even if there is no exact match, CloudDiA is able to automatically
improve response times of an even wider range of applications.
We prove that the node deployment problem with longest-path deployment
cost is NP-hard. With longest-link deployment cost, it is also NP-hard and
cannot be efficiently approximated unless P=NP (Appendix B.1). Given the
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hardness results, our solution approach consists of Mixed-Integer Programming
(MIP), Constraint Programming (CP) formulations and lightweight algorithmic
approaches (Section 3.4). We show experimentally that our approach brings sig-
nificant performance improvement to real applications. In addition, from the
insight gained from the theorems above, we also show that properly rounding
communication costs to cost clusters can be heuristically used to further boost
solver performance (Section 3.6.3).
3.4 Search Techniques
In this section, we propose two encodings to solve the Longest Link Node De-
ployment Problem (LLNDP) using MIP and CP solvers (Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2),
as well as one formulation for the Longest Path Node Deployment Problem (LP-
NDP) using a MIP solver (Section 3.4.4). In addition to solver-based solutions,
we also explore alternative lightweight algorithmic approaches to both prob-
lems (Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.5).
3.4.1 Mixed-Integer Program for LLNDP
Given a communication graph G = (V, E) and a communication cost function CL
defined over any pair of instances in S , the Longest Link Node Deployment Problem
can be formulated as the following Mixed-Integer Program (MIP):
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(MIP) min c
s. t.
∑
i∈V
xi j = 1 ∀ j ∈ S (3.1)∑
j∈S
xi j = 1 ∀i ∈ V (3.2)
c ≥ CL( j, j′)(xi j + xi′ j′ − 1) ∀(i, i′) ∈ E,∀ j, j′ ∈ S (3.3)
xi j ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ V, j ∈ S
c ≥ 0
In this encoding, the boolean variable xi j indicates whether the application
node i ∈ V is deployed on instance j ∈ S . The constraints (3.1) and (3.2) ensure
that the variables xi j represent a one-to-one mapping between the set V and
S . Note that the set V might need to be augmented with dummy application
nodes, so that we have |V | = |S |. Also, the constraints (3.3) require that the value
of c is at least equal to CL( j, j′) any time there is a pair (i, i′) of communicating
application nodes and that i and i′ are deployed on j and j′, respectively. Finally,
the minimization in the objective function will make one of the constraints (3.3)
tight, thus leading to the desired longest link value.
3.4.2 Constraint Programming for LLNDP
Whereas the previous formulation directly follows from the problem definition,
our second approach exploits the relation between this problem and the sub-
graph isomorphism problem, as well as the clusters of communication cost val-
ues. The algorithm proceeds as follows. Given a goal c, we search for a deploy-
ment that avoids communication costs greater than c. Such a deployment exists
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if and only the graph Gc = (S , Ec) where Ec = {(i, j) : CL(i, j) ≤ c} contains a sub-
graph isomorphic to the communication graph G = (V, E). Therefore, by finding
such a subgraph, we obtain a deployment whose deployment cost c′ is such that
c′ ≤ c. Assume c′′ is the largest communication cost strictly lower than c′. Thus,
any improving deployment must have a cost of c′′ or lower, and the commu-
nication graph G = (V, E) must be isomorphic to a subgraph of Gc′′ = (S , Ec′′)
where Ec′′ = {(i, j) : CL(i, j) ≤ c′′}. We proceed iteratively until no deployment is
found. Note that the number of iterations is bounded by the number of distinct
cost values. Therefore, clustering similar values to reduce the number of distinct
cost values would improve the computation time by lowering the number of it-
erations, although it approximates the actual value of the objective function. We
investigate the impact of cost clusters in Section 3.6. For a given objective value
c, the encoding of the problem might be expressed as the following Constraint
Programming (CP) formulation:
(CP) alldifferent
(
(ui)1≤i≤|V |
)
(ui, ui′) , ( j, j′) ∀(i, i′) ∈ E,∀ j, j′ ∈ S : CL( j, j′) > c
ui ∈ {1, ..., |S |} ∀1 ≤ i ≤ |V |
This encoding is substantially more compact that the MIP formulation, as
the binary variables are replaced by integer variables, and the mapping is effi-
ciently captured within the alldifferent constraint. In addition, at the root of
the search tree, we perform an extra filtering of the domains of the xi j variables
that is based on compatibility between application nodes and instances. Indeed,
as the objective value c decreases, the graph Gc becomes sparse, and some ap-
plication nodes can no longer be mapped to some of the instance nodes. For
example, a node in G needs to be mapped to a node in Gc of equal or higher
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Algorithm 4: G1
Input: Instances S
Input: Communication Graph G = (V, E)
1: Find (u0, v0) ∈ S × S of lowest cost
2: Find an arbitrary edge (x, y) ∈ E
3: D(x) = u0,D(y) = v0
4: for i = 1 to |V | − 2 do
5: cmin = ∞
6: for (u, v) ∈ S × S do
7: ifD−1(v) is undefined and
D−1(u) has unmatched neighbors then
8: if CL(u, v) < cmin then
9: cmin = CL(u, v)
10: umin = u, vmin = v
11: end if
12: end if
13: end for
14: w = one ofD−1(umin)’s unmatched neighbors
15: D(w) = vmin
16: end for
degree. Similar to [161], we define a labeling based on in- and out-degree, as
well as information about the labels of neighboring nodes. This labeling estab-
lishes a partial order on the nodes and expresses compatibility between them.
For more details on this labeling, please refer to [161].
3.4.3 Lightweight Approaches for LLNDP
Randomization and greedy approaches can also be applied to the LLNDP. We
explore each of these approaches in turn.
Randomization. The easiest approach to finding a (suboptimal) solution for
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LLNDP is to generate a number of deployments randomly and select the one
with the lowest deployment cost. Compared with CP or MIP solutions, gener-
ating deployments randomly explores the search space in a less intelligent way.
However, since generating deployments is computationally cheaper and easier
to parallelize, it is possible to explore a larger portion of the search space given
the same amount of time.
Greedy Algorithms. Greedy algorithms can also be used as lightweight ap-
proaches to quickly find a (suboptimal) solution for LLNDP. We present two
greedy approaches:
(G1) Recall that the deployment planD is a mapping from application nodes
to instances. Let D−1 be the inverse function of D, mapping each instance s ∈ S
to an application node n ∈ V . The first greedy approach, shown in Algorithm 4,
works as follows:
1. Find a link (u0, v0) ∈ S×S of lowest-cost, and for an arbitrary edge (x, y) ∈ E,
letD(x) = u0,D(y) = v0 (Lines 1–3);
2. Find a link (u, v) ∈ S × S of lowest cost s.t. instance u is mapped to a node
in the current partial deployment that still has unmatched neighbors, and
instance v is not mapped in the current deployment (Lines 5-13);
3. Add the instance v to the partial deployment by letting D(w) = v, where
(D−1(u),w) is one of the unmapped edges in E (Lines 14 and 15);
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until all nodes are included (Lines 4–16).
This greedy approach is simple and intuitive, but it has one potential draw-
back: Although the links explicitly picked by the algorithm typically have low
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Algorithm 5: G2
Input: Instances S
Input: Communication Graph G = (V, E)
1: Find (u0, v0) ∈ S × S of lowest cost
2: Find an arbitrary edge (x, y) ∈ E
3: D(x) = u0,D(y) = v0
4: for i = 1 to |V | − 2 do
5: cmin = ∞
6: for (u, v) ∈ S × S do
7: for w where (D−1(u),w) ∈ E do
8: cuv = CL(u, v)
9: for (w, x) ∈ E do
10: ifD(x) is defined and CL(v,D(x)) > cuv then
11: cuv = CL(v,D(x))
12: end if
13: end for
14: if cuv < cmin then
15: cmin = cuv
16: vmin = v,wmin = w
17: end if
18: end for
19: end for
20: D(wmin) = vmin
21: end for
cost, the implicit links introduced while selecting a partial solution following
the lowest-cost-edge criterion can have substantial cost. This is because the
mapping of a node to an instance v implies that other nodes already in the de-
ployment are then connected to v by the corresponding underlying links. We
address this issue in the refined greedy approach below.
(G2) In order to avoid selecting high-cost links implicitly when mapping a
low-cost link, we revise the lowest-cost-edge criterion in Step 2 above as shown
in Algorithm 5. Instead of costing a particular (u, v) ∈ S × S simply by the cost
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of the corresponding link, we take the highest cost among the cost of (u, v) and
of all links between D(w) and v assuming node w is added to the current partial
deployment (Lines 7–18). Intuitively, we consider not only the explicit cost of a
given link that is a candidate for addition to the deployment, but also the costs
of all other links which would be implicitly added to the deployment by this
candidate mapping. By selecting the candidate with the minimum cost among
both explicit and implicit link additions, this greedy variant locally minimizes
the longest link objective at each decision point.
3.4.4 Mixed-Integer Programming for LPNDP
As previously mentioned, the Node Deployment Problem is intrinsically related
to the Subgraph Isomorphism Problem (SIP). In addition, the Longest Link ob-
jective function allows us to directly prune the graph that must contain the com-
munication graph G and therefore, can be encoded as a series of Subgraph Iso-
morphism Satisfaction Problems. This plays a key role in the success of the CP
formulation. On the contrary, the objective function of the Longest Path Node
Deployment Problem (LPNDP) interferes with the structure of the SIP problem
and rules out sub-optimal solutions only when most of the application nodes
have been assigned to instances. As a result, this optimization function barely
guides the systematic search, and makes it less suitable for a CP approach. Con-
sequently, we only provide a MIP formulation for the LPNDP.
Given a communication graphG = (V, E) and a communication cost function
CL defined over any pair of instances in S , the Longest Path Node Deployment
Problem (LPNDP) can be formulated as the following Mixed-Integer Program
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(MIP):
(MIP) min t
s. t.
∑
i∈V
xi j = 1 ∀ j ∈ S∑
j∈S
xi j = 1 ∀i ∈ V
cii′ ≥ CL( j, j′)(xi j + xi′ j′ − 1) ∀(i, i′) ∈ E,∀ j, j′ ∈ S
t ≥ ti, ti ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ V
ti′ ≥ ti + cii′ ∀(i, i′) ∈ E
xi j ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ V, j ∈ S
cii′ ≥ 0 ∀(i, i′) ∈ E
t ≥ 0
As in the previous MIP encoding, the boolean variable xi j indicates whether
the application node i is deployed on instance j in a one-to-one mapping. In ad-
dition, the variable cii′ captures the communication cost from application node i
to node i′ that would result from the deployment specified by the xi j variables.
The variable ti represents the longest directed path in the communication graph
G that reaches the application node i. Finally, the variable t appears in the ob-
jective function, and corresponds to the maximum among the ti variables.
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3.4.5 Lightweight Approaches for LPNDP
As with LLNDP, we explore both randomization and greedy approaches.
Randomization. Similarly to LLNDP, we can find a (suboptimal) solution for
LPNDP by generating a number of random deployments in parallel and select-
ing one with the lowest deployment cost.
Greedy Heuristic Approach. Since the communication graph for LPNDP can
be any directed acyclic graph containing paths of different lengths, the effect of
adding a single node to a given partial deployment cannot be easily estimated.
Therefore, the greedy algorithms described in Section 3.4.3 cannot be directly
extended to LPNDP. However, given a LPNDP with communication graph G,
we can still solve LLNDP with G greedily and use the resulting mapping as
a heuristic solution for LPNDP. We experimentally study the effectiveness of
these lightweight approaches in Section 3.6.5.
3.5 Measuring Network Distance
Making wise deployment decisions to optimize performance for latency-
sensitive applications requires knowledge of pairwise communication cost. A
natural way to characterize the communication cost is to directly measure
round-trip latencies for all instance pairs. To ensure such latencies are a good es-
timate of communication cost during application execution, two aspects need to
be handled. First, the size of the messages being exchanged during application
execution is usually non-zero. Therefore, rather than measuring pure round-
trip latencies with no data content included, we measure TCP round-trip time
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of small messages, where message size depends on the actual application work-
load. Second, during the application execution, multiple messages are typically
being sent and received at the same time. Such temporal correlation affects
network performance, especially end-to-end latency. But the exact interference
patterns heavily depend on low-level implementation details of applications,
and it is impractical to require such detailed information from the tenants. In-
stead, we focus on estimating the quality of links without interference, as this
already gives us guidance on which links are certain to negatively affect actual
executions.
Although we observe mean latency heterogeneity is stable in the cloud (Fig-
ure 1.2), experimental studies have demonstrated that clouds suffer from high
latency jitter [126, 142, 167]. Therefore, to estimate mean latency accurately,
multiple round-trip latency measurements have to be obtained for each pair of
instances. Since the number of instance pairs is quadratic in the number of in-
stances, such measurement takes substantial time. On the one hand, we want to
run mean-latency measurements as fast as possible to minimize the overhead of
using ClouDiA. On the other hand, we need to avoid introducing uncontrolled
measurement artifacts that may affect the quality of our results. We propose
three possible approaches for organizing pairwise mean latency measurements
in the following.
1. Token Passing. In this first approach, a unique token is passed between
instances. When an instance i receives this token, it selects another instance j
and sends out a probe message of given size. Once the entire probe message
has been received by j, it replies to i with a message of the same size. Upon
receiving the entire reply message, i records the round-trip time and passes the
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token on to another instance chosen at random or using a predefined order. By
having such a unique token, we ensure that only one message is being trans-
ferred at any given time, including the message for token passing itself. We
repeat this token passing process a sufficiently large number of times, so multi-
ple round-trip measurements can be collected for each link. We then aggregate
these measurements into mean latencies per link.
This approach achieves the goal of obtaining pairwise mean-latency mea-
surements without correlations between links. However, the lack of parallelism
restricts its scalability.
2. Uncoordinated. To improve scalability, we would like to avoid excessive
coordination among instances, so that they can execute measurements in par-
allel. We introduce parallelism by the following simple scheme: Each instance
picks a destination at random and sends out a probe message. Meanwhile, all
instances monitor incoming messages and send reply messages once an entire
probe message has been received. After one such round-trip measurement, each
instance picks another probe destination and starts over. The process is repeated
until we have collected enough round-trip measurements for every link. We
then aggregate these measurements into mean latencies per link.
Given n instances, this approach allows up to n messages to be in flight at
any given time. Therefore, this approach provides better scalability than the
first approach. However, since probe destinations are chosen at random with-
out coordination, it is possible that: 1) one instance needs to send out reply
messages while it is sending out a probe message; or 2) multiple probe mes-
sages are sent to the same destination from different sources. Such cross-link
correlations are undesirable for our measurement goal.
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3. Staged. To prevent cross-link correlations while preserving scalability,
coordination is required when choosing probe destinations. We add an extra
coordinator instance and divide the entire measurement process into stages. To
start a stage for n instances in parallel, the coordinator first picks bn2c pairs of
instances {(i1, j1), (i2, j2), ..., (ib n2 c, jb n2 c)} such that ∀p, q ∈ {1..n}, ip , jq and ip , iq if
p , q. The coordinator then notifies each ip, p ∈ {1, .., b n2c}, of its corresponding
jp. After receiving a notification, ip sends probe messages to jp and measures
round-trip latency as described above. Finally, ip ends its stage by sending a
notification back to the coordinator, and the coordinator waits for all pairs to
finish before starting a new stage.
This approach allows up to n2 messages between instances in flight at any
time at the cost of having a central coordinator. We minimize the cost of per-
stage coordination by consecutively measuring round-trip times between the
same given pair of instances Ks times within the same stage, where Ks is a pa-
rameter. With this optimization, the staged approach can potentially provide
scalability comparable to the uncoordinated approach. At the same time, by care-
ful implementation, we can guarantee that each instance is always in one of the
following three states: 1) sending to one other instance; 2) receiving from one
other instance; or 3) idle in networking. This guarantee provides independence
among pairwise link measurements similar to that achieved by token passing.
Approximations. Even the Staged network latency benchmark above can take
non-negligible time to generate mean latency estimates for a large number of
instances. Given that our goal is simply to estimate link costs for our solvers,
we have experimented with other simple network metrics, such as hop count
and IP distance, as proxies for round-trip latency. Surprisingly, these metrics
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did not turn out to correlate well with round-trip latency. We provide details on
these negative results in Appendix B.2.
3.6 Experimental Results
In this section, we present experiments demonstrating the effectiveness of
ClouDiA. We begin with a description of the several representative workloads
used in our experiments (Section 3.6.1). We then present micro-benchmark re-
sults for the network measurement tools and the solver techniques of ClouDiA
(Sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.3). Next, we experimentally demonstrate the perfor-
mance improvements achievable in public clouds by using ClouDiA as the
deployment advisor (Section 3.6.4). Finally, we show the effectiveness of
lightweight algorithmic approaches compared with solver-based solutions (Sec-
tion 3.6.5).
3.6.1 Workloads
To benchmark the performance of ClouDiA, we implement three different work-
loads: a behavioral simulation workload, a query aggregation workload, and a
key-value store workload. Each workload illustrates a different communication
pattern.
Behavioral Simulation Workload. In behavioral simulations, collections of
individuals interact with each other to form complex systems. Examples of
behavioral simulations include large-scale traffic simulations and simulation
of groups of animals. These simulations organize computation into ticks and
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achieve parallelism by partitioning the simulated space into regions. Each re-
gion is allocated to a processor and inter-node communication is organized as a
2D or 3D mesh. As synchronization among processors happens every tick, the
progress of the entire simulation is limited by the pair of nodes that take longest
to synchronize. Longest-Link is thus a natural fit to the deployment cost of such
applications. We implement a workload similar to the fish simulation described
by Couzin et al [40]. The communication graph is a 2D mesh and the message
size per link is 1 KB for each tick. To focus on network effects, we hide CPU
intensive computation and study the time to complete 100K ticks over different
deployments.
Synthetic Aggregation Query Workload. In a search engine or distributed
text database, queries are processed by individual nodes in parallel and the re-
sults are then aggregated [13]. To prevent the aggregation node from becoming
a bottleneck, a multi-level aggregation tree can be used: each node aggregates
some results and forwards the partial aggregate to its parent in the tree for fur-
ther aggregation. The response time of the query depends on the path from a
leaf to the root that has highest total latency. Longest-Path is thus a natural fit
for the deployment cost of such applications. We implement a two-level aggre-
gation tree of a top-k query answering workload. The communication graph is
a tree and the forwarding message size varies from the leaves to the root, with
an average of 4 KB. We hide ranking score computation and study the response
time of aggregation query results over different deployments.
Key-Value Store Workload. We also implement a distributed key-value
store workload. The key-value store is queried by a set of front-end servers.
Keys are randomly partitioned among the storage nodes, and each query
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touches a random subset of them. The communication graph therefore is a bi-
partite graph between front-end servers and storage machines. However, un-
like the simulation workload, the average response time of a query is not simply
governed by the slowest link. To see this, consider a deployment with mostly
equal-cost links, but with a single slower link of cost c, and compare this to a
similar deployment with two links of cost c − . If Longest-Link were used as
the deployment cost function, the second deployment would be favored even
though the first deployment actually has lower average response time. Indeed,
neither Longest-Link nor Longest-Path is the precisely correct objective function
for this workload. We evaluate the query response time over different deploy-
ments by using Longest-Link, with a hope that it can still help avoid high cost
links.
3.6.2 Network Micro-Benchmarks
Setup. The network measurement tools of ClouDiA are implemented in C++
using TCP sockets (SOCK STREAM). We set all sockets to non-blocking mode
and use select to process concurrent flows (if any). We disable the Nagle Algo-
rithm.
We ran experiments in the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2).
We used large instances (m1.large) in all experiments. Each large instance has
7.5 GB memory and 4 EC2 Compute Units. Each EC2 Compute Unit provides
the equivalent CPU capacity of a 1.0-1.2 GHz 2007 Opteron or 2007 Xeon pro-
cessor [4]. Unless otherwise stated, we use 100 large instances for network
micro-benchmarks, all allocated by a single ec2-run-instance command, and set
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the round-trip message size to 1KB. We show the following results from the
same allocation so that they are comparable. Similar results are obtained in
other allocations.
Round-Trip Latency Measurement. We run latency measurements with each
of the three approaches proposed in Section 3.5 and compare their accuracy in
Figure 3.2. To make sure token passing can observe each link a sufficiently large
number of times, we use 50 large instances in this experiment. We consider the
mean latencies for 502 instance pairs as a 502-dimension vector of mean laten-
cies, of which each dimension represents one link. Results are first normalized
to the unit vector. Then, staged and uncoordinated are compared with the base-
line token passing. The CDF of the relative error of each dimension is shown in
Figure 3.2. Using staged, we find 90% of links have less than 10% relative error
and the maximum error is less than 30%; whereas using uncoordinated we find
10% of links have more than 50% relative error. Therefore, as expected, staged
exhibits higher measurement accuracy than uncoordinated.
Figure 3.3 shows convergence over time using the staged approach with 100
instances and Ks = 10. Again, the measurement result is considered as a latency
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vector. The result of the full 30 minutes observation is used as the ground truth.
Each stage on average takes 2.75 ms. Therefore, we obtain about 3004 mea-
surements for each instance pair within 30 minutes. We then calculate the root-
mean-square error of partial observations between 1 and 30 minutes compared
with the ground truth. From Figure 3.3, we observe the root-mean-square error
drops quickly within the first 5 minutes and smooths out afterwards. Therefore,
we pick 5 minutes as the measurement time for all the following experiments
with 100 instances. For experiments with n , 100 instances, since the staged ap-
proach tests n2 pairs in parallel whereas there are O(n
2) total pairs, measurement
time needs to be adjusted linearly to 5 · n100 minutes.
3.6.3 Solver Micro-Benchmarks
Setup. We solve the MIP formulation using the IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimizer,
while every iteration of the CP formulation is performed using IBM ILOG CP
Optimizer. Solvers are executed on a local machine with 12 GB memory and In-
tel Core i7-2600 CPU (4 physical cores with hyper-threading). We enable parallel
mode to allow both solvers to fully utilize all CPU resources. We use k-means
to cluster link costs. Since the link costs are in one dimension, such k-means
can be optimally solved in O(kN) time using dynamic programming, where N
is the number of distinct values for clustering and k is the number of cost clus-
ters. After running k-means clustering, all costs are modified to the mean of
the containing cluster and then passed to the solver. For comparison purposes,
the same set of network latency measurements as in Section 3.6.2 is used for all
solver micro-benchmarks. In each solver micro-benchmark, we set the number
of application nodes to be 90% of the number of allocated instances. To find an
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initial solution to bootstrap the solver’s search, we randomly generate 10 node
deployment plans and pick the best one among those.
Longest-Link Node Deployment Problem. We provide both a MIP formula-
tion and a CP formulation for LLNDP. Since the parameter of cost clustering
may have different impacts on the performance of the two solvers, we first an-
alyze the effect of cost clustering. Figure 3.4 shows the convergence of the CP
formulation for 100 instances with different numbers of clusters. The commu-
nication graph for Figure 3.4 to Figure 3.6 is a 2D mesh from the simulation
workload and the deployment cost is the cost of the longest link. We tested all
possible k values from 5 to the number of distinct values (rounded to nearest
0.01 ms), with an increment of 5. We present three representative configura-
tions: k = 5, k = 20 and no clustering. As we decrease the number of clusters,
the CP approach converges faster. Indeed, with no clustering, the best solution
is found after 16 minutes, whereas it takes 2 minutes and 30 seconds for the CP
approach to converge with k = 20 and k = 5, respectively. This is mainly due to
the fact that fewer iterations are needed to reach the optimal value. Such a dif-
ference demonstrates the effectiveness of cost clustering in reducing the search
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time. On the other hand, the smaller the value of k is, the coarser the cost clus-
ters are. As a result, the CP model cannot discriminate among deployments
within the same cost cluster, and this might lead to sub-optimal solutions. As
shown in Figure 3.4, the solver cannot find a solution with a deployment cost
smaller than 0.81 for k = 5, while both cases k = 20 and no clustering lead to a
much better deployment cost of 0.55.
Figure 3.5 shows the comparison between the CP and the MIP formulations
with k = 20. MIP performs poorly with the scale of 100 instances. Also, other
clustering configurations do not improve the performance of MIP. One reason
is that for LLNDP, the encoding of the MIP is much less compact than CP. More-
over, the MIP formulation suffers from a weak linear relaxation, as xi j and xi′ j′
should add up to more than one for the relaxed constraint 3.3 to take effect.
Given the above analysis, we pick CP with k = 20 for the following scalability
experiments as well as LLNDP in Sections 3.6.4 and 3.6.5.
Measuring scalability of a solver such as ours is challenging, as problem size
does not necessarily correlate with problem hardness. To observe scalability
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behavior with problem size, we generate multiple inputs for each size and mea-
sure the average convergence time of the solver over all inputs. The multiple
inputs for each size are obtained by randomly choosing 50 subsets of instances
out of our initial 100-instance allocation. The convergence time corresponds to
the time the solver takes to not be able to improve upon the best found solu-
tion within one hour of search. Figure 3.6 shows the scalability of the solver
with the CP formulation. We observe that average convergence time increases
acceptably with the problem size. At the same time, at every size, the solver
is able to devise node deployment plans with similar average deployment cost
improvement ratios.
Longest-Path Node Deployment Problem. Figure 3.7 shows the convergence
of the MIP formulation for 50 instances with different number of link cost clus-
ters. The communication graph is an aggregation tree with depth less than or
equal to 4. Similar to Figure 3.4, the solver performs poorly under the config-
uration of k = 5. Interestingly, clustering costs does not improve performance
for LPNDP. This is because the costs are aggregated using summation over the
path for LPNDP, and therefore the solver cannot take advantage of having fewer
distinct values. We therefore use MIP with no clustering for LPNDP in Sections
3.6.4 and 3.6.5.
3.6.4 ClouDiA Effectiveness
Setup. We evaluate the overall ClouDiA system in EC2 with 100 to 150 in-
stances over different allocations. Other settings are the same as in Section 3.6.2
(network measurement) and Section 3.6.3 (solver). We use a 10% over-allocation
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ratio in all experiments except the last one (Figure 3.10), in which we vary this
ratio. The deployment decision made by ClouDiA is compared with the default
deployment, which uses the instance ordering returned by the EC2 allocation
command. Note that EC2 does not offer us any control on how to place in-
stances, so the over-allocated instances we obtain are just the ones returned by
the ec2-run-instance command.
Cost Metrics. In Figure 3.8, we study the correlation between three communi-
cation cost metrics under one representative allocation of 110 instances. Each
point represents the link between a pair of nodes: The x axis shows its mean
latency (Mean) and the y axis shows its mean latency plus standard deviation
(Mean+SD) or 99th percentile latency (99%). While links with larger mean laten-
cies tend to have larger Mean+SD or 99% values, they are not perfectly corre-
lated. This result motivates us to study the actual application performance un-
der deployments generated by ClouDiA with different cost metrics. Figure 3.9
shows the relative improvement of using Mean+SD or 99% compared with us-
ing Mean. Using 99th percentile latency reduces actual performance for all three
applications, suggesting that the performance of these applications is not well-
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captured solely by this metric. While using Mean+SD improves performance
for behavioral simulation and aggregation query workloads, it reduces perfor-
mance for the key-value store workload. However, the observed differences in
performance with respect to using Mean are not dramatic. These results suggest
that although different applications favor different cost metrics, both Mean and
Mean+SD are reasonable metrics to use under these workloads.
Overall Effectiveness. We show the overall percentage of improvement over
5 different allocations in EC2 in Figure 3.10. The behavioral simulation and
key-value store workloads use 100 application nodes, whereas the aggregation
query workload uses 50 nodes. For the simulation workload, we report the
reduction in time-to-solution. For the aggregation query and key-value store
workloads, we report the reduction in response time. Each of these is averaged
based on an at least 10 minutes of observation for both. We compare the perfor-
mance of ClouDiA optimized deployment to the default deployment. ClouDiA
achieves 15% to 55% reduction in time-to-solution or response time over 5 al-
locations for three workloads. The reduction ratio varies for different alloca-
tions. Among three workloads, we observe the largest reduction ratio on aver-
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age in the aggregation query workload, while the key-value store workload gets
less improvement than the others. There are two reasons for this effect. First,
the communication graph of the aggregation query workload has the fewest
edges, which increases the probability that the solver can find a high quality de-
ployment. Second, the Longest-Link deployment cost function does not exactly
match the mean response time measurement of the key-value store workload,
and therefore deployment decisions are made less accurately.
Effect of Over-allocation. In Figure 3.11, we study the benefit of over-
allocating instances for increasing the probability of finding a good deployment
plan. Note that although ClouDiA terminates extra instances once the deploy-
ment plan is determined, these instances will still be charged for at least one
hour usage due to the round-up pricing model used by major cloud service
providers [4, 148, 113]. Therefore, a trade-off must be made between perfor-
mance and initial allocation cost. In this experiment, we use an application
workload similar to Figure 3.10, but with 150 EC2 instances allocated at once by
a single ec2-run-instance command. To study the case with over-allocation ratio x,
we use the first (1+ x) · 100 instances out of the 150 instances by the EC2 default
ordering. Figure 3.11 shows the improvement in time-to-solution for the sim-
ulation workload. The default deployment always uses the first 100 instances,
whereas ClouDiA searches deployment plans with the 100x extra instances. We
report 38% performance improvement with 50% extra instances over-allocated.
Without any over allocation, 16% improvement is already achieved by finding
a good injection of application nodes to instances. Interestingly, with only 10%
instance over-allocation, 28% improvement is achieved. Similar observations
are found on other allocations as well.
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3.6.5 Lightweight Approaches
Setup. In Figures 3.12 and 3.13, we compare the effectiveness of lightweight
approaches against the CP and MIP formulations. Results are averaged over 20
different allocations of 50 instances with 10% over-allocation. G1 is the simple
greedy algorithm, which adds a node following a lowest-cost-edge criterion at
each step. G2 is the refined greedy algorithm, which iteratively adds a node
such that partial deployment cost is minimal after addition. R1 is the lowest
deployment cost obtained by generating 1000 random deployments. R2 is the
lowest deployment cost obtained by generating random deployments in par-
allel using the same amount of wall-clock time as well as the same hardware
given to the CP or MIP solvers. The solver setup and hardware configuration
are the same as in Section 3.6.3.
Longest-Link Node Deployment Problem. In Figure 3.12, both CP and R2 run
for two minutes and all other methods finish in less than one second. G1 pro-
vides the worst solution overall, with a cost 66.7% higher than CP. We examine
the top-5 implicit links that are not explicitly chosen by G1, but are nevertheless
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included in the final solution. These links are on average 31.6% more expen-
sive than the worst link picked by CP. G2 improves G1 significantly by taking
implicit links into consideration during each step of solution expansion. In-
terestingly, R1 is able to generate deployments with average cost 3.39% lower
than G2. R2 is able to generate deployments with cost only 8.65% higher than
CP. Such results suggest that simply generating a large number of random de-
ployments and picking the best one can provide reasonable effectiveness with
minimal development overhead.
Longest-Path Node Deployment Problem. In Figure 3.13, both MIP and R2 run
for 15 minutes and all other methods finish in less than one second. Although
G1 and G2 are designed for LLNDP, they are still able to generate deployments
with cost comparable to R1. Surprisingly, R2 is able to find deployments with
cost on average 5.10% lower than MIP. We conjecture that even though the MIP
solver can exploit the search space in a much more intelligent way than R2, the
distribution of good solutions in this particular problem makes such intelligent
searching less important. Meanwhile, R2’s simplicity and efficiency enable it to
explore a larger portion of the search space than MIP within the same amount
of time.
To verify the effectiveness of R2, we also ran an additional experiment where
the total number of instances was decreased to 15. In this scenario, MIP was
always able to find optimal solutions within 15 minutes over 20 different allo-
cations. Meanwhile, R2 found suboptimal solutions for 40% of the allocations
given the same amount of time as MIP. So we argue that MIP is still a complete
solution which guarantees optimality when the search finishes. R2, however,
cannot provide any guarantee, even when the search space is small.
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3.7 Conclusions
We have shown how ClouDiA makes intelligent deployment decisions for
latency-sensitive applications under heterogeneous latencies, which naturally
occur in public clouds. We formulated the deployment of applications into
public clouds as optimization problems and proposed techniques to speed up
the search for high-quality deployment plans. We also presented how to effi-
ciently obtain latency measurements without interference. Finally, we evaluated
ClouDiA in Amazon EC2 with realistic workloads. ClouDiA is able to reduce
the time-to-solution or response time of latency-sensitive applications by 15%
to 55%, without any changes to application code.
As future work, we plan to extend our formulation to support weighted
communication graphs. Another direction of practical importance is quantify-
ing over-allocation cost and analyzing its impact on total cost-to-solution for sci-
entific applications. Finally, we will investigate the deployment problem under
other criteria, such as bandwidth, for additional classes of cloud applications.
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CHAPTER 4
CONTROLLING RESPONSE TIME FOR INTERACTIVE DATA
ANALYTICS
4.1 Introduction
As we have discussed in Section 1.1.2, the flexible resource management that
the cloud offers matches the workloads of interactive data analytics. However,
current data analytics engines typically do not support elastic resource manage-
ment. Instead, they deal with a predefined amount of resources, regardless of
changes in the number of users, the size of the active datasets, and the com-
putational demand of queries. When multiple users share the same engine, the
resource manager typically maintains weighted fairness between users, or guar-
antees each user a minimum resource share. The amount of resources each user
can consume depends on the activity of other users, resulting in unpredictable
speed and possible loss of interactivity. Also, the resource managers are not
aware of the flexibility and diversity of resource allocation in the cloud; users
have to allocate resources manually before starting the engine, which can be
both unintuitive and suboptimal.
This chapter is a first step towards building a cloud-aware elastic resource
manager for interactive data analysis. Beyond maintaining the active part of the
dataset in distributed memory cost effectively, our approach gives users control
over the speed of the queries by allowing them to tune the amount of CPU
resources allocated together with memory.
An interactive data analysis workload has two special characteristics that
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can be exploited when multiple users share the same engine. One is the exis-
tence of think time between tasks issued by the same user [147, 32, 27], which
implies that over-committing resources can be beneficial when a slightly relaxed
query performance guarantee is acceptable. The second characteristic is that
different users may work on overlapping datasets. In this case, the overlapping
part needs to be stored only once and additional savings can be achieved.
Contributions of this Chapter. In this chapter, we make the following contri-
butions:
1) We define a new resource allocation workflow for users to run interac-
tive data analysis in the cloud. This workflow does not only simplify the exist-
ing manual resource allocation workflow, but also enables users to dynamically
control the interactivity, or speed, of their interactive data analysis queries in the
cloud. We introduce Smart, an elastic resource manager that supports this new
resource allocation workflow, and transparently optimizes cost efficiency.
2) We propose SmartShare, a new mechanism for sharing resources among
users running interactive data analysis. SmartShare provides exactly the same
query performance guarantees as allocating isolated instances of Smart, but
achieves significant cost savings.
3) To take advantage of think time and overlapping datasets we extend
SmartShare to SmartShare+. SmartShare+ further improves cost-effectiveness,
possibly at a slight sacrifice of isolation between users.
4) We have implemented speed control using Smart, SmartShare, and
SmartShare+. Through an extensive experimental analysis we show that sig-
nificant improvements in cost reduction, session start time, and speed change
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reaction time can be achieved with our techniques.
4.2 Overview
CPU Heavy Instances Memory Heavy Instances 
Allocate X Instances, X= 
Data Set Size
Per Instance Usable RAM Size
 
Y N 
Load Data Set 
Terminate Instances 
Execute Interactive Queries 
Computationally 
Heavy?  
Figure 4.1: A Typical Resource Allocation Workflow
Consider data scientists (users) who want to run queries interactively against
a large dataset in public or private cloud. Existing interactive data analytics en-
gines require users to pre-allocate a cluster of cloud instances. As shown in
Figure 4.1, users have to decide the type of instances (CPU-heavy or memory-
heavy) before running any queries, based on an estimate of computational heav-
iness for future queries and the desired level of interactivity. Then they allocate
enough instances to hold the entire dataset in RAM, load the dataset and run in-
teractive queries against it. Finally, after finishing all the queries, they deallocate
resources.
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We observe two drawbacks to this workflow. First, it is overly restrictive to
force users to estimate the computational heaviness of queries up front, with-
out knowing the data characteristics. After observing the results of the first few
queries, a user may wish to try another set of queries with different computa-
tional heaviness than originally planned. Second, although for simplicity we
show only two instance types in Figure 4.1, most cloud platforms provide tens
of different types of instances [4, 62, 148]. It is nontrivial for a user to find the
instance type best suited for a particular workload.
Start(Dataset, Initial Speed) 
Execute Interactive Queries 
Finish(Dataset) 
Change Speed 
Figure 4.2: A Simplified Resource Allocation Workflow
Figure 4.2 shows a revised resource allocation workflow addressing these
issues. In the revised workflow, users do not need to pick an instance type.
Instead, they identify the dataset they will be processing and a desired initial
speed. The speed is defined as the ratio between compute power and in-memory
data size and can be changed on the fly during interactive sessions. By adjusting
speed according to the computational heaviness of queries, users can control
the level of interactivity. We formally define speed, interactive sessions and
other concepts and discuss their implications in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, we
introduce Smart, an elastic resource manager that supports this revised resource
allocation workflow for interactive data analysis. Smart automatically allocates
a cluster of instances best suited to the interactive workload in the cloud, and
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adjusts the cluster size, instance type, and data placement in response to users’
speed change requests.
When multiple users want to run interactive queries at the same time, we
could run multiple copies of Smart, each managing a cluster of instances for a
single user. Alternatively, we could share instances among users. In Section 4.5,
we describe SmartShare, a model for sharing resources among users running in-
teractive data analysis, which significantly improves resource utilization with-
out weakening query performance guarantees to individual users. The better
resource utilization is achieved mainly by collocating users with complemen-
tary requirements. SmartShare exposes the same resource allocation workflow
as shown in Figure 4.2, and thus is transparent to users. We also propose a
billing model that ensures that all users enjoy the same cost saving ratio com-
pared with running interactive sessions in Smart.
Recall the special workload characteristics of interactive data analysis:
think time between queries and overlapping datasets. In Section 4.6 we de-
scribe SmartShare+, which exploits these characteristics to further reduce cost.
SmartShare+ can over-commit resources to users, reducing resource idle time
while maintaining only slightly relaxed query performance guarantees. It can
also save memory usage when users work on overlapping datasets, without
weakening query performance guarantees.
4.3 Problem Formulation
In this section, we formally define the problem setting and describe the assump-
tions we make.
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Instances. We assume users run their interactive data analytic engine in the
cloud. Virtual machine instances can be allocated in the cloud as needed, and
the total cost is charged per instance per unit billing time period.
Instance Types. Commercial Cloud services, such as Amazon EC2, Google
Computer Engine, and Windows Azure, all provide multiple types of in-
stances. Different instance types provide different amounts of computation
power, memory, network bandwidth and local storage, with different pricing.
We assume instance type cannot be changed after allocation.
Cloud Storage. We also assume the data to be analyzed is stored in durable
cloud storage, accessible from all instances within the cloud. After instance al-
location, data is copied from cloud storage into the memory of instances. Ex-
amples of cloud storage include Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3), Google
Cloud Storage and Windows Azure Storage. These cloud storage systems are
typically highly scalable blob stores. In our experience, Amazon S3 provides
enough read throughput to fully utilize the aggregated network bandwidth of
up to 100 m1.xlarge instances. Therefore, we assume the cloud storage itself is
not a performance bottleneck.
Interactive Speed. In the workflow of Figure 4.2, users can specify initial speed
and dynamically change it between interactive queries. We formally define the
speed as follows:
Interactive Speed =
Local Compute Units
GB of Data
(4.1)
In this definition, a compute unit is a unit of processing power. This is typically
defined by cloud providers to normalize the performance of different CPU types
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(“EC2 Compute Unit” for Amazon EC2, and “virtual core” for Google Compute
Engine and Windows Azure). Such compute units must be collocated with the
in-memory data to be effective for interactive query processing, as moving data
across the network and processing remotely is orders of magnitude slower than
processing it locally.
For a given query and dataset, it is possible to use workload history as well
as other techniques from query completion time prediction [91] to estimate the
interactive speed parameter needed to achieve a desired completion time. Al-
lowing users to specify a desired completion time and automatically adjusting
interactive speed before running each query might seem attractive. However,
adjusting interactive speed is an expensive operation and can take longer than
the query completion time itself, making such adjustment ineffective. Thus, we
do not support users directly specifying the expected completion time of their
queries. Instead, they exercise control of query completion time by increasing
or decreasing the interactive speed parameter.
Interactive Sessions. To make data movement overhead explicit, we organize
users’ interactive queries into interactive sessions. An interactive session is a se-
quence of operations issued by the same user on some predeclared datasets.
As shown in Figure 4.2, users start interactive sessions by specifying speed and
datasets. Then users query the datasets interactively using different operators,
optionally changing speed between queries. Finally, users finish the interac-
tive session, releasing resources. Within an interactive session, users can pro-
cess only the specified datasets, without shuffling the data. Multiple interactive
sessions can be started when data shuffling is necessary, with shuffling results
materialized to cloud storage between the sessions. By default, datasets are par-
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titioned datasets, which are partitioned across instances with possibly different
sizes per partition. Users can specify datasets to be replicated datasets, which are
replicated in every instance in which part of any partitioned dataset is stored.
An optional hash function ID = Hash(Key) can be provided by users for data
collocation. Data with the same hash ID is guarantee to be collocated at the
same instance.
We assume the input datasets remain unchanged during an interactive ses-
sion. Updates to query states, such as partial aggregation results, can be stored
in limited temporary memory space of each interactive session. Updates to the
datasets can be reflected upon starting a new interactive session.
Interactive Operators. Analytical SQL queries are one key type of operations
that can be executed during an interactive session. In this case the replicated
datasets are the dimension tables, the partitioned datasets are the fact tables,
and the hash function can be used to define the co-partitioning columns be-
tween multiple fact tables. Within an interactive session, the user can perform
selection, projection, aggregation and local joins. Since non-local joins between
fact tables result in costly shuffling, it is impractical to guarantee interactivity
due to their excessive use of network resources. Users are required to explicitly
start separate sessions with different collocation hash functions to run arbitrary
joins between multiple fact tables. Beyond SQL, parallel machine learning algo-
rithms that do not rely on shuffling are also supported, such as random forest,
regression analysis, and k-means clustering.
In principle, any operator that is data-parallel and does not require shuffling
can be implemented as an interactive operator and used in interactive sessions.
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Interactivity SLA. With a strict SLA of speed = x, we guarantee that for each GB
of in-memory data, x compute units are available locally to the data at any time
during the interactive sessions.
With a relaxed SLA of speed = x, we guarantee that for each GB of in-memory
data, x compute units are available locally to the data within on average (or
some specified percent of the time) y seconds of delay after a user issues an
operation and remain available until the operation finishes.
Master Node. We use a master node to manage the instance allocation and
data placement in the virtual machine cluster. User queries are dispatched to
the appropriate instances by the master node. The master node also detects
instance failures using heartbeat messages. After an instance failure, we can
always reconstruct the lost data from cloud storage, where data is stored persis-
tently. More sophisticated failure recovery could be provided, e.g. by adopting
ZooKeeper [73], but is orthogonal to this dissertation.
4.4 Smart
In this section, we describe Smart, an elastic resource manager that implements
a strict interactive SLA and simplifies the resource allocation workflow for users
running interactive data analysis in the cloud, as shown in Figure 4.2. In addi-
tion to managing traditional types of resources, such CPU and memory, Smart
also manages the placement and movement of the actual data to guarantee fast
query response time. Smart provides transparent optimization of data loading
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speed and cost efficiency. Smart is designed to manage resources for a single
user within a single interactive session.
4.4.1 Instance Management
In this subsection, we discuss the following two problems: 1) when to allocate
or terminate instances; 2) which type of instance to allocate.
Given a speed s, ideally we would like always to use the type of instance
with minimum cost per unit memory that can meet the local compute unit re-
quirement. We define a function BESTTYPE(s) to return the best instance type
for a given speed as follows. Let mt be the usable memory size in GB of an in-
stance of type t, ct be the number of compute units of t and costt be the price
for t per unit billing time period. Then
BESTTYPE(s) = argmin
t
costt
min(mt, ct/s)
(4.2)
where min(mt, ct/s) is the available memory size of a type t instance, under speed
s. Intuitively, BESTTYPE finds the instance type that achieves lowest cost per
GB of memory, while providing enough local compute units to fulfill a given
speed requirement. By purely using instances of BESTTYPE, apart from the last
instance which might not be fully used, the highest cost-effectiveness can be
achieved.
Each instance, after allocation and before termination, can have two labels,
active and optimal. Instances that are currently used by interactive sessions
are labeled active.
An optimal label on an instance indicates that the type of this instance is
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the same as BESTTYPE(scurrent), where scurrent is the current speed. Intuitively, to
achieve minimal cost, we should always use instances of label optimal and
always terminate instances when they are not active. However, there are rea-
sons for not doing so: The current billing time period of an instance may not
be over yet. Depending on the provider, the billing time period can be as long
as one hour [4]. No cost can be saved by early termination of suboptimal or
inactive instances, and these instances may still be useful now or when another
speed change occurs.
Termination. With each instance that is not both active and optimal we
associate a termination time. We set the termination time to be shortly before
the end of the current billing time period to allow time for the data to migrate
away if the instance is still active. For providers whose billing time period is
very short, we can enforce a pre-defined delay time before termination. We do
not terminate instances in other circumstances.
Allocation. Instances are always allocated with type BESTTYPE(scurrent). Since
BESTTYPE(scurrent) can change over time due to users’ speed change requests and
we keep suboptimal instances around until their termination time, instances of
different type can be active at the same time. New instances are allocated in
response to the following three events: 1) the start of an interactive session; 2)
a speed increase is requested and current instances are insufficient to serve the
new speed; and 3) an active instance that is not optimal approaches its ter-
mination time. We discuss the data movement required for instance allocation
and speed changes in the following two subsections.
By following the above instance allocation and termination protocols, we
ensure the following property:
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Property 3 (Convergence). If a user maintains steady speed for at least one billing
time period plus delay time, all running instances are of type BESTTYPE(scurrent).
This is easy to see, since we keep suboptimal instances around only until the
end of their billing time period or the pre-defined delay time, after which they
are replaced by instances of type BESTTYPE(scurrent).
4.4.2 Initial Data Loading
At the beginning of an interactive session, the datasets need to be loaded from
cloud storage into the instances. The loading is done in parallel using all in-
stances. Depending on the properties of the datasets, there are three possible
cases: 1) if the datasets are partitioned without a collocation hash function, data
is stored locally after loading; 2) if the datasets are partitioned with a collocation
hash function, data is forwarded to the specific instance according to Hash(Key);
and 3) if the datasets are replicated, data is stored locally and forwarded to the
other instances 1.
Cloud storage can supply data as fast as instances can read. To maximize
loading throughput, we deploy multiple reader threads in each instance. Simple
multithreading is not enough to minimize loading time because of stragglers:
Some data reads take significantly longer to finish than the others. To mitigate
the slowdown caused by stragglers, we implement two techniques: work sharing
and work stealing. In work sharing, Smart assigns a data block to each reader
thread initially. When a reader thread finishes reading, it fetches the location
1When the replicated data is large, such forwarding can be done by pushing data linearly
along a chain, as described in [59].
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of another unread data block from Smart. In work stealing, Smart assigns all
data blocks to reader threads initially. When a reader thread finishes reading
its assigned data blocks, it contacts other threads, possibly in other instances,
to “steal” work from them. Theoretically, work stealing involves fewer control
message exchanges than work sharing [22]. We experimentally compare the
effectiveness of these two techniques in Section 4.7.2.
4.4.3 Data Rebalancing for Speed Changes
Speed change requests from users are processed in the background. A user can
run interactive queries immediately after a speed change; the requests run at
the old speed until the concurrent speed change has completed.
For a speed change, we first adjust the cluster size based on the discussion in
Section 4.4.1. Then we rebalance the data to fit the new speed. In this subsection,
we discuss how the rebalancing is done through an example. To simplify the
presentation, only partitioned datasets are used in the example. Other cases can
be solved similarly.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 2 3 4 
Figure 4.3: Initial Speed = 1
Suppose a user starts a session with a partitioned dataset of 8GB and initial
speed 1 CU/GB, where CU stands for compute units. Assume BESTTYPE(1)
returns an instance type with <2CU, 4GB> per instance. Although each instance
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has 4GB of memory, only 2GB can be used since each instance has only 2CU and
the speed is 1CU/GB. Thus, we need to allocate four instances of this type. Data
is loaded to the four instances evenly, as shown in Figure 4.3. Each solid square
is a data chunk of 1GB. All the instances now are both active and optimal.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
5 6 7 8 
1 2 3 4 
Figure 4.4: Decreased Speed = 0.5
Then, the user reduces the speed to 0.5 CU/GB and BESTTYPE(0.5) = BEST-
TYPE(1). Now each instance can serve 4GB of data, so two instances are enough
to fulfill the required speed. Data chunks 5 to 8 are migrated into instances 1
and 2 in the background. When data migration finishes, the label active is
removed from instances 3 and 4, and they turn gray in Figure 4.4. We do not
terminate instances 3 and 4 immediately, because they have not reached their
termination times. Copies of data chunks 5 to 8 remain in instances 3 and 4.
Before instances 3 and 4 reach their termination times, the user increases the
speed to 2 CU/GB and BESTTYPE(2) returns a new type of instance with <4CU,
2GB> per instance. To perform the speed increase, we first reactivate instances
3 and 4. Since each of instances 1-4 has only enough compute units to serve
one data chunk, we need to allocate two new instances, instance 5 and 6, with
<4CU, 2GB> per instance to serve the other four data chunks.
Ideally, we want to rebalance the data between all instances with minimal
finishing time. However, this requires solving a non-linear integer program
with the number of variables proportional to the product of the number of data
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chunks and the number of instances, which is unrealistic to finish in real time.
Instead, we approximate the goal in two steps. First, we minimize the amount
of data transferred by maximizing the number of data chunks that can be served
at the current instances after speed increases. Second, we choose the source and
destination pairs for each data chunk to be migrated using a greedy algorithm.
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
S 
T 
 Data Chunks 
 Instances 
Figure 4.5: Max-Flow Formulation for Minimizing Data Movement
In the first step, we formulate the data movement minimization as a max-
flow problem, as shown in Figure 4.5. The source S sends flow into the four
instances that currently store data chunks. The capacity of the flow from S to
instance i equals to the number of data chunks instance i can serve after the
speed increase. In this example, all flows from S to instances 1-4 have unit ca-
pacity. Each instance sends a unit capacity flow to any data chunk it stores.
For example, instance 1 stores data chunks 1,2,5 and 6. Therefore it sends a
unit capacity flow to each of data chunks 1,2,5 and 6. Finally, each data chunk
sends a unit capacity flow to the sink T . A unit capacity flow from S to T in-
dicates that one data chunk can be served locally after the speed increase. By
maximizing the network flow from S to T , we maximize the number of distinct
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data chunks that do not need to migrate to achieve the new speed. One max-
flow in this example is the aggregation of four unit capacity flows < S , 1, 1,T >,
< S , 2, 3,T >, < S , 3, 5,T >, < S , 4, 7,T >, with total capacity 4. Therefore, as
shown in Figure 4.6 and 4.7, data chunks 1, 3, 5 and 7 (solid red square) can be
served without migrating after the speed increase. An alternative way to take
advantage of data locality is to assign each data chunk randomly to one instance
that currently stores it. Indeed, this simple approach is equivalent to generating
a source to sink flow in the above flow formulation. This flow, however, may
not be maximal.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
5 6 7 8 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Figure 4.6: Increased Speed = 2, before Rebalancing
The next step is to decide how to transfer data chunks that cannot be served
locally (dashed green squares in Figure 4.6) to instances with unused capacities.
We greedily allow instances that are reactivated after the speed increase (in-
stances 3 and 4) to pick distinct data chunks to be sent out first. In the example,
instance 3 can send out data chunk 6 and instance 4 can send out data chunk
8. Then instances that were active before the speed change pick the remaining
distinct data chunks. In the example, data chunk 2 is picked by instance 1, as
data chunk 6 has already been selected by instance 3. Similarly, data chunk 4 is
picked by instance 2. We start all the data migration simultaneously, with the
destination picked among instances with unused capacity, in arbitrary order. In
the example, instance 5 receives data chunk 2 from instance 1 and data chunk 6
from instance 3; instance 6 receives data chunk 4 from instance 2 and data chunk
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8 from instance 4. The data placement after rebalancing is shown in Figure 4.7.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
5 6 7 8 
2 6 4 8 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Figure 4.7: Increased Speed = 2, after Rebalancing
Before instances 1-4 reach their termination times, two new instances with
type BESTTYPE(2) are allocated. Data chunks 1, 3, 5 and 7 are moved to the two
new instances in the background. Now all instances have converged to type
BESTTYPE(2), as shown in Figure 4.8.
2 6 4 8 
5 6 
1 5 3 7 
7 8 
Figure 4.8: Increased Speed = 2, after terminating instance 1-4
4.5 SmartShare
In this section we introduce SmartShare, which enables resource sharing be-
tween multiple interactive sessions from different users. Using SmartShare,
multiple interactive sessions can share the same set of instances. Rather than
maintaining fairness between the users, SmartShare takes advantage of the dy-
namic instance allocation in the cloud and provides a strict interactive SLA as if
each interactive session were being managed by an independent Smart. While
providing strong performance isolation, SmartShare can better utilize resources
and obtain significant cost saving compared with non-sharing solutions.
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4.5.1 Instance Management
In Smart, we obtain the most cost effective instance type for a given speed using
the BESTTYPE function. However, when there are concurrent interactive ses-
sions with different speeds, a combination of instance types may be required to
maximize cost effectiveness, so an analogous BESTTYPE function that selects a
single instance type does not exist.
We can still leverage the BESTTYPE function for instance allocation by defin-
ing the aggregated speed saggr as the ratio between the total compute units in
use and the total memory in use. We allocate new instances with type BEST-
TYPE(saggr), because this is the best fit for the current aggregated workload. As
before, because the workload is changing over time, multiple instances types
can coexist.
Consolidation. Terminating suboptimal instances and switching to the most
cost effective instance type works in Smart but not in SmartShare. Even after an
interactive session finishes, there is a high likelihood that other users are still us-
ing all the instances and we cannot remove the active label from any of them.
To scale down the total size of allocated resources, underutilized instances must
be consolidated.
Before an instance i reaches the end of its current billing time period, we
determine whether there is enough unused capacity in other running instances
to absorb the remaining data from i and there is enough time before the end
of the billing time period to perform data migration. If so, all data is migrated
away from instance i in the background and i is terminated. Otherwise, instance
i remains unchanged.
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For cloud providers with very short billing time periods, focus can be shifted
to finding the instances that can be consolidated with the least migration over-
head. This can be done by periodically scanning the instance list and picking an
instance i such that there is enough unused capacity in other running instances
to absorb its remaining data, and the amount of data migration is as small as
possible.
4.5.2 Initial Data Placement
When a user starts a new interactive session, its data needs to be loaded from
cloud storage. Unlike Smart, which uses only empty instances when interac-
tive sessions start, SmartShare first tries to place the data in existing shared in-
stances. New instances of type BESTTYPE(saggr) are allocated only when existing
instances do not have enough unused capacity to host the dataset.
The data placement problem here is related to the traditional online vector
bin packing problem. However, it is more complicated. SmartShare can freely
place the partitioned dataset into arbitrarily many instances with different sizes
for each instance, as long as the speed requirement is met. Each additional par-
tition incurs extra overhead for storing replicated data but allows more flexible
placement.
Based on traditional techniques used in online vector bin packing, we
present two greedy algorithms for initial data placement. In Section 4.7.1, we
experimentally study the effectiveness of each algorithm.
1. First Fit. We say an instance is a qualifying instance for given datasets when it
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has enough CU and memory to hold a portion of the partitioned dataset along
with the entire replicated dataset. Similar to First Fit in the bin packing problem,
we search for the first qualifying instance in an arbitrary order. For a qualifying
instance, we always place as much data as possible, until either all the memory
or all the compute units are fully consumed. If there is still data left unassigned
after enumerating all existing instances, new instances of type BESTTYPE(aggr)
are allocated to host the remaining data.
2. Best Fit. Rather than placing data into the first qualifying instance enumer-
ated in an arbitrary order, Best Fit finds the qualifying instance of highest fitness
first and places as much data as possible there. This process is repeated until
all datasets are assigned or there is no qualifying instances in the cluster. In the
latter case, new instances of type BESTTYPE(aggr) are allocated and added to the
cluster.
How to define the fitness between an instance and the given datasets re-
mains a question. In traditional problems, bins with the least unused capacity
after placing a given item are considered to have the highest fitness. Similar
approaches cannot be applied to this problem for two reasons. First, unused
capacities in our case comprise two different resource types, compute units and
memory, and are not naturally totally ordered. Second, the datasets can be par-
titioned arbitrarily and, because of replicated data, the total unused capacity is
affected by how we partition the datasets.
We have tested different definitions of fitness, and it turns out that a simple
definition works best under various workloads. For a given qualifying instance,
assume we can place at most size = mp of partitioned datasets without violating
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resource constraints, we define
f itness = mp (4.3)
Under this definition, we try to use as few instances as possible to store given
datasets, and therefore minimize the number of copies of replicated datasets.
We show the effectiveness of Best Fit under this definition in Section 4.7.1.
After the placement for all data of a new interactive session has been de-
termined, the data is loaded from cloud storage to these instances using the
method described in Section 4.4.2 for Smart.
4.5.3 Data Rebalancing for Speed Changes
Like Smart, SmartShare migrates data in the background to implement speed
changes.
To deal with a speed reduction for an interactive session, we simply reduce
the compute units allocation for the session at all instances where its data is
stored. Queries from the interactive session are executed at the reduced speed
immediately after the speed reduction.
Speed increase has two cases. Assume interactive session s has increased
its speed. For any instance i that stores data for session s, we check whether
the unused compute units are sufficient to implement the speed increase. If
so, we simply increase the compute unit allocation for session s at instance i.
Otherwise, we must reassign the data for interactive session s at this instance to
other instances.
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The reassignment process can reuse the greedy algorithms for initial data
placement. We run the above greedy algorithms in three steps, with a distinct
set of instances being considered as migration destinations in each step. In the
first step, the dataset is assigned to the current instance, in which case no data
needs to be actually moved. Since the current instances do not have enough
compute units to host the entire dataset, we must assign a portion of the dataset
to other instances in the following two steps. In the second step, we assign the
dataset to other instances that also store data for interactive session s. In this
case, replicated data does not need to be moved. If any data remains unas-
signed after the second step, we proceed to the third step, in which all the other
instances are considered by the greedy algorithms. If there is still data left unas-
signed after enumerating all the instances currently in the cluster, new instances
of type BESTTYPE(saggr) are allocated.
4.5.4 Network Bandwidth Sharing
In SmartShare, data is loaded only once, when an interactive session starts, and
queries are executed against the same dataset many times before termination.
Also, users will tend to change speed infrequently. These observations suggest
that if aggregated network bandwidth of instances can be shared among inter-
active sessions, the data loading speed and the reaction time to speed changes
can be improved, since multiple interactive sessions will rarely start or change
speed concurrently.
Ideally, to fully use the network bandwidth when an interactive session
starts or changes speed, we would want every dataset to be partitioned across
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all instances. However, this might not be acceptable because of the memory con-
sumed by replicated data. To control the trade-off between full sharing and the
amount of memory devoted to replicated data, we cap the maximum memory
an interactive session can use at any instance. This cap size must be respected
both at initial loading and later migration. By tuning the cap size, we change
the level of parallelism for initial loading and speed changes. The lower the cap
size, the more instances are used to store each dataset, and the faster both initial
loading and speed changes become, but at the cost of devoting more memory to
replicated data. We experimentally study the cost and effectiveness of changing
the cap size in Sections 4.7.1 and 4.7.2.
4.5.5 Billing
We claim SmartShare can bring significant overall cost saving to users in ag-
gregate, through intelligent resource allocation and data placement. But one
question remains: Does the cost saving apply to users individually? We would
like to know whether it is possible for use of SmartShare to be more costly for
some interactive sessions than just running Smart alone.
To answer this question, we need a billing model for interactive sessions
under SmartShare. One might expect such a billing model to compute the actual
cost each interactive session is “responsible” for in SmartShare. However, this
cost would depend not only on the interactive session’s own usage, but also
on the workload of other concurrent sessions. For example, a compute heavy
interactive session should be “cheaper” when co-existing with memory heavy
interactive sessions, compared to being standalone, because the memory heavy
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sessions would share some of the cost for resources that would otherwise be
idle.
Given the difficulty of devising a fair notion of “responsibility,” we propose
instead a billing model that charges sessions in proportion to the cost they would
have incurred running under Smart. Let cshare be the total cost of a set of interac-
tive sessions I, ci be the cost for interactive session i ∈ I running under Smart
without resource sharing, and bi be the bill for interactive session i. We charge
bi = cshare · ci∑
x∈I
cx
(4.4)
Under this billing model, the cost saving ratio for interactive session i is
1 − bi
ci
= 1 − cshare∑
x∈I
cx
(4.5)
This ratio is the same for all interactive sessions i ∈ I. Thus, every interactive
session benefits from SmartShare if Smartshare is able to achieve overall cost
savings in the aggregate, that is, if
cshare ≤
∑
x∈I
cx. (4.6)
In the experimental results presented in Section 4.7.1, the above inequality al-
ways holds, even when there is no concurrency between interactive sessions.
To implement this billing method, we would like to calculate ci without actu-
ally running interactive sessions i in Smart. This can be achieved by logging the
non-query operations of each interactive session in SmartShare, and replaying
the log to simulate the resource allocation and data placement in Smart follow-
ing the procedures described in Section 4.4 to obtain the cost under Smart.
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4.6 SmartShare+
In this section, we propose SmartShare+, which includes two extensions to
SmartShare. Each extension takes advantage of one key characteristic of inter-
active data analysis workloads.
4.6.1 Resource Over-Allocation
When users interact with large datasets by issuing queries, there is typically
a think time between seeing the result of a query and submitting the next
query [147, 32, 27]. This suggests that resources can be idle for a significant
fraction of time during interactive sessions.
One way to improve resource utilization during idle time is to over-allocate
computing resources. Over-allocation of compute units by x% can be achieved
by allowing the resource manager to allocate (1 + x%) of the actual compute
units to users, with a restriction that no user can allocate more than the actual
compute units at any instance. When x > 0, it is possible for concurrent queries
to demand more than 100% of the available compute units. If this happens, later
queries have to wait, in violation of the strict interactive SLA. A relaxed SLA,
as we have defined in Section 4.3, can be used to measure this side-effect of the
over-allocation of compute units experimentally. However, it is unrealistic to
devise the exact relaxed SLA based on x and the workload directly, because this
problem translates to the general G/G/k model in queuing theory, which is in-
tractable [99]. Interestingly, even if we set x → ∞, SmartShare+ still provides
stronger guarantees than simply ensuring that all datasets are in memory with-
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out considering computation power constraints: SmartShare+ guarantees that
when there is only one query running in the system, the strict interactive SLA
is always met. Over-allocation of memory space to users requires the ability to
evict datasets to larger but slower storage, and read them back quickly. Such
storage could be local disks, network attached drives, or cloud storage. Requir-
ing more sophisticated scheduling and performance trade-offs, memory space
over-allocation is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
4.6.2 Dataset Sharing
Different users may work on partially or fully overlapping datasets. This is
likely if multiple users are from the same organization, or when public datasets
draw attention from multiple organizations. Ideally, we want to store each
dataset only once. One approach would be to let multiple users share the same
interactive session. However, this solution fails if the data is only partially over-
lapping and not all users have access to all the data. Moreover, sharing inter-
active sessions would break performance isolation between users and prevent
users from specifying different speed requirements.
Therefore, in SmartShare+ users still run separate interactive sessions with
exactly the same resource allocation workflow and query performance guaran-
tees. Upon observing dataset overlapping, the system tries to collocate overlap-
ping data for different sessions. When two or more sessions with overlapping
data are placed in the same instance, their overlapping data needs to be allo-
cated only once. Of course, the corresponding compute units cannot be saved
by collocation since these interactive sessions may run queries at the same time.
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The initial data loading process needs to be slightly modified to support
dataset sharing. It now runs with two steps. In the first step, only instances
that store overlapping datasets are considered. In this case, only compute units
and memory for non-overlapping datasets are allocated. All the other instances
are considered as normal in the second step.
Data rebalancing for speed changes requires modifications to support
dataset sharing as well. In the three-step reassignment process, we alter the
second step slightly. Rather than considering only instances storing data from
the same session, all instances that contain overlapping data are considered.
With the above changes, SmartShare+ supports data sharing between inter-
active sessions without sacrificing query performance guarantees.
4.7 Experiments
In this section, we present experiments demonstrating the effectiveness of the
techniques we proposed for Smart, SmartShare and SmartShare+. Testing our
resource allocation techniques under a variety of workload parameters on a re-
alistic scale would require a large number of runs with thousands of instance
hours per run. These experiments would exceed our budget if run in the cloud.
Since the decision of instance allocation and data placement is mostly indepen-
dent of query execution, we first use simulation to learn the effectiveness of each
technique. We then demonstrate the applicability of these techniques through
deployments in the cloud.
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4.7.1 Resource Allocation Simulations
Setup
The resource allocation and data placement logic of Smart, SmartShare, and
SmartShare+ is deployed on a single machine, and instance allocation or deal-
location calls are replaced by no-ops. The simulator records network queuing
time and CPU wait time for each instance at the precision of one second.
The instance types used in the simulation are obtained from Amazon
EC2 [5]. We use prices for the US East region. Instances are always started
with images stored in Amazon Elastic Block Store. In our 50 trials, the time be-
tween instance allocation and successful login is on average 19.9 seconds, with
a standard deviation of 5.1 seconds. In EC2, instances are billed for an integer
number of hours since allocation, with partial hours rounded up. These num-
bers are used in the simulator to calculate costs and the time needed to complete
speed changes.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no public workload data for in-
memory interactive data analysis systems. Therefore, we built our own work-
load generator. The workload generator generates four types of actions for
each user: start session, change speed, query data, and finish
session. For start session and change speed, a speed is generated
randomly. By default, the speed is chosen from an exponential distribution
with mean set to 1 CU/GB, and with cutoffs at 0.1 CU/GB as the minimum
and 5 CU/GB as the maximum; the completion time of an interactive oper-
ator is chosen from 1 second to 5 seconds uniformly at random; the interval
between consecutive speed changes requests and between consecutive queries
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Figure 4.9: Cost: Smart
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Figure 4.10: Time to Complete Speed
Increases: Smart
from the same interactive session are both binomially distributed with config-
urable means.
Smart
In Figures 4.9 and 4.10, we study the impact of using different termination meth-
ods in Smart by simulating interactive sessions of 120 minutes, with a 200GB
partitioned dataset. We vary the average speed change interval from 5 min-
utes to 60 minutes. 100 such interactive sessions are simulated for each aver-
age speed change interval. The average cost and the average time to complete
speed changes among these 100 interactive sessions are reported. With u = true,
instances are only terminated when their current billing time period is over,
which allows us to make use of additional instances at no extra cost. With
d = 10, we delay instance termination for 10 minutes after an instance loses
either the active or optimal label, which may incur extra costs but can be
helpful if there is a speed increase in the 10-minute time period. A combina-
tion of the above two parameters, d = 10, u = true, means we first delay for 10
minutes and then wait until the billing time period is over before terminating
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Figure 4.12: Speed Increase Overhead
an instance. With d = 0, u = f alse, suboptimal or inactive instances are termi-
nated immediately and only optimal instances are used. Figures 4.9 and 4.10
show that d = 0, u = f alse is the most expensive strategy and also takes the
longest time to complete speed changes. While being slightly more expensive
than d = 0, u = true when average speed change interval is small, d = 10, u = true
takes less time to complete speed changes because the extra 10 minutes of wait-
ing time reduces the possibility of having to allocate new instances and wait
19.9 ± 5.1 seconds to access them.
SmartShare
In Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 , we compare the cost, as well as the speed in-
crease overhead of running the same set of interactive sessions using Smart with
d = 0, u = true and SmartShare. Each interactive session processes a partitioned
dataset with size chosen from 10GB to 100GB uniformly at random. The repli-
cated dataset is set to 1% of the total size of the partitioned dataset. The length of
a single interactive session is chosen between 30 minutes and 120 minutes uni-
formly at random, with the overall time span of all interactive sessions being 12
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Figure 4.13: Cost: Different Cap Sizes
hours. The average speed change interval is 20 minutes. We vary the number
of concurrent sessions from 1 to 100 in SmartShare. As shown in Figure 4.11, by
sharing resources between users, significant cost savings can be achieved. With
100 concurrent interactive sessions, SmartShare with First Fit achieves 46% cost
saving compared to Smart. SmartShare with Best Fit saves another 10% beyond
SmartShare with First Fit.
Figure 4.12 shows the maximum data size that has to be sent or received
over the network by any instance to complete a speed increase. Such maxi-
mum data sizes are recorded for all speed increases. Speed decreases are al-
ways completed instantaneously in SmartShare and therefore are not included
in this experiment. Averages and 90 percentiles are then calculated. SmartShare,
though it makes no attempt to minimize data movement when implementing
speed changes, requires no more data to be transferred than Smart in both av-
erage and 90 percentile. This is because resource allocation is more flexible
in SmartShare, as there are multiple interactive sessions sharing the resources.
Therefore, SmartShare is more likely to complete speed increases locally than
Smart.
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As discussed in Section 4.5.4, through tuning the maximum memory each
interactive session can use at any instance (cap size), we can control the data
loading time and the time to complete speed increases. Figure 4.13 shows that
with 100 concurrent sessions, the cost of SmartShare is less sensitive to chang-
ing cap sizes, compared with the cost of Smart. The reason is that for an in-
stance in SmartShare, while only limited memory size can be used by one inter-
active session, it is likely that other concurrent interactive sessions can utilize
the resources. In contrast, Smart has only one interactive session, so more re-
sources are wasted with a smaller cap size. We show the effectiveness of cap-
ping through experiments in the cloud, in Section 4.7.2.
SmartShare+
In Section 4.6.1, we explained the possibility of over-allocating compute units to
better utilize resources during users’ think time, at the cost of relaxing the SLA.
Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show simulation results for the amount of SLA relaxation
resulting from over-allocation percentages ranging from 0% to 900% and aver-
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age think time ranging from 10 seconds to 120 seconds. Other workload param-
eters are the same as in Figure 4.13. Since the precision of the simulation is set
to one second, 99 percentile wait times in Figure 4.15 are all integers, but the
average wait times in Figure 4.14 need not be integers. In both figures, the wait
time increases sharply when the average think time is 10 seconds and the over-
allocation percentage exceeds 300%. This is because in theses cases, incoming
queries arrive at a higher rate than they can be processed and the wait queue
for compute units grows without bound. In all other scenarios, the average
wait time is below 0.35 seconds and the 99 percentile is no more than 6 seconds.
When the average think time is 120 seconds, the 99 percentile wait time is 0 sec-
onds, even with 900% over-allocation. These results show the acceptability of
enabling over-allocation when a slightly relaxed SLA can be tolerated.
Figure 4.16 shows the cost saving that can be achieved by enabling over-
allocation. The y axis indicates the cost saving ratio compared with running
these interactive sessions using Smart. We vary the over-allocation percent-
age from 0% to 900% and the number of concurrent interactive sessions from
5 to 100. With 100 concurrent interactive sessions, more than 75% cost saving
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can be achieved with 300% over-allocation, which effectively halves the cost
of SmartShare without over-allocation. The cost saving ratio does not increase
further beyond 400% over-allocation. This is because, with such high over-
allocation percentages, memory becomes the bottleneck under our workload.
As discussed in Section 4.6.2, when multiple interactive sessions work on
overlapping datasets, memory can be saved by collocating these sessions. We
study this effect in Figure 4.17 by creating 10 partitioned datasets shared among
interactive sessions, with all the other settings the same as in Figure 4.13. As
in Figure 4.16, the y axis indicates the cost saving ratio compared with running
these interactive sessions using Smart. We vary the percentage of interactive
sessions that only work on the shared datasets, and each of these interactive ses-
sions randomly chooses one partitioned dataset out of the 10 shared ones. With
the percentage of interactive sessions working on shared datasets increasing
from 0% to 100%, enabling data sharing yields from 0% to 27% higher cost sav-
ing ratio compared with disabling data sharing. The cost saving ratio does not
increase substantially when more interactive sessions share datasets. This is due
to compute units becoming the bottleneck: even if all 100 concurrent interactive
sessions work on only 10 different datasets, all the compute units still have to
be allocated as normal, so we incur much more than 10% of the cost. While
over-allocating compute units makes memory the bottleneck, dataset sharing
makes compute units the bottleneck. Thus, a combination of these techniques
should achieve an even better cost saving ratio. Figure 4.17 confirms this obser-
vation. With 900% over-allocation and 100% of interactive sessions working on
10 shared datasets, we achieve 93% cost saving compared with running these
interactive sessions separately in Smart.
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4.7.2 Deployments in the Cloud
Figure 4.18 compares the average loading time for 45GB of data between the
techniques discussed in Section 4.4.2, using 5 m1.xlarge instances in EC2. The
data is loaded to instances from Amazon S3 [6]. The loading time is measured
for 5 times with error bars reporting its standard deviation. By using 8 threads
per instance (shown as ”Multiple’ in the figure), we reduce the average load-
ing time by 79% compared with using a single thread. Work sharing or work
stealing achieves another 38% to 41% time reduction compared with Multiple,
making the average loading time less than 1 minute. The performance differ-
ence between work sharing and work stealing is insignificant, suggesting that
the coordination overhead is dominated by other factors. We also run Shark on
the same set of instances following the setup described in [123]. It takes Shark
on average over 17 minutes to load 45GB of data, which is slower than our im-
plementation of using a single thread. This shows that without an optimized
data loader, data loading from cloud storage can take unacceptably long time
for interactive sessions.
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Figure 4.20: Query Completion Time: Logistic Regression
In SmartShare, by reducing the maximum memory each interactive session
can use at any instance (cap size), we can finish the initial data loading faster.
Figure 4.19 shows this effect. The same S3 dataset is used as in Figure 4.18. By
reducing the cap size from 9GB to 2GB, we increase the number of m1.xlarge
EC2 instances used from 5 to 23, and the loading time of the 45GB dataset is
reduced from more than 54 seconds to less than 13 seconds, under either work
stealing or work sharing. Meanwhile, the maximum data size that has to be
sent or received over the network by any instance to complete a speed increase
is strictly limited by the cap size. Therefore, when the cap size is set to 2GB,
the 100 percentile of max data size to transfer is guaranteed to be no larger than
than 2GB. This is a much stronger bound than what we can achieve without
capping, as shown in Figure 4.12.
We compare the performance of the same user under Smart, SmartShare, and
SmartShare+ in EC2. The user runs interactive queries over a 12GB dataset with
different speeds. In SmartShare and SmartShare+, this user shares resources
with 9 other users, each also using a 12GB dataset. 400% over-allocation is used
in SmartShare+. Each other user randomly chooses one interactive operator to
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run from scan, group by, or one iteration of logistic regression, with 5 seconds
think time. Multiple interactive operators from different tenants may share a
physical core in cloud instances; we manage them by giving each operator a
slice of running time proportional to its share and alternating between opera-
tors. Figure 4.20 shows the query completion time of one iteration of logistic
regression for this user, averaged with 100 runs under Smart, SmartShare, and
SmartShare+. The average query completion time of SmartShare matches the
one of Smart well. Both of them are able to achieve 22 times speedup when
speed changes from 0.2 to 5 CU/GB. SmartShare+ with 400% over-allocation,
is able to achieve 4.8 to 2.6 times speedup in average query completion time,
compared with Smart. The 99 percentile of query completion time of both
Smart and SmartShare is at most 10% larger than their averages. However, un-
der SmartShare+, the 99 percentile of query completion time increases when
speed is larger than 3. This is because the increase in wait time when using a
higher speed, dominates the reduction in actual query running time with the
higher speed. With speed = 5, the 99 percentile is 2.5 times the average under
SmartShare+, making it worse than the 99 percentile of Smart. Similar observa-
tions hold for the query completion time of scan and group by.
4.8 Conclusions
We have proposed a simplified resource allocation workflow for interactive data
analysis in the cloud, which enables data scientists to control query execution
speed dynamically. We explained how to achieve optimized resource allocation
following this new workflow using Smart, a new elastic cloud-aware resource
manager. We extended Smart to SmartShare, which enables data scientists to
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share cloud resources, achieving more than 50% cost reduction without com-
promising the query SLA. Finally we described SmartShare+, which can take
advantage of think time and overlapped data to further improve memory and
computing resource utilization and achieve even greater cost reduction.
As future work, we plan to integrate our techniques into existing widely
used interactive data analysis engines, such as Shark. Another direction of work
is to implement more sophisticated failure recovery, especially for master node
failures. Finally, we will investigate the possibility of achieving more cost sav-
ings by using a combination of resources from multiple cloud service providers
simultaneously to meet users’ interactive SLAs.
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CHAPTER 5
RELATED WORK
5.1 Programming Frameworks for Distributed Applications
Previous literature has studied programming abstractions for scientific applica-
tions as well as techniques to deal with latency in execution environments. But
this work has neither taken a general, data-centric view of programming for
these applications nor dealt with the specific challenges posed by cloud envi-
ronments.
There has been significant work on parallel frameworks for writing discrete
event simulations. These systems are based on task parallelism, and handle
conflicts by either conservative or optimistic protocols. Conservative proto-
cols limit the amount of parallelism, as potentially conflicting events are seri-
alized [29, 54]. Optimistic protocols, on the other hand, use rollbacks to resolve
conflicts [76]. Time-stepped applications typically eschew these approaches, be-
cause the high frequency of local interactions causes numerous conflicts and
rollbacks, limiting scalability.
Since the mid-1990s, the Message Passing Interface (MPI) Standard has dom-
inated distributed-memory high-performance computing due to its portability,
performance, and simplicity [63]. Even in its early days MPI was criticized
as inelegant and verbose, and in domains where parallel applications evolve
rapidly the relatively low level of MPI programming is perceived as a signif-
icant drawback [68, 96]. Thus, there have been efforts to move away from
MPI. The DARPA High-Productivity Computing Systems (HPCS) initiative [42]
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has funded several systems intended to provide attractive alternatives to MPI,
mostly based on new parallel languages. In some domains, it has been possible
to shield application developers from MPI with high-level application frame-
works designed by experts. For example, a recent flurry of work has focused
on graph processing without MPI [31, 80, 95, 98]. Unfortunately, this work does
not generalize to the wide class of bulk synchronous applications. MPI remains
the dominant programming paradigm for this class of applications.
MPI’s low-level programming abstraction creates several difficulties for de-
velopers wishing to port bulk synchronous applications to the cloud. In partic-
ular, dealing with jitter requires a significant rewrite of the communication layer
of most of these applications. Unfortunately, there is not yet consensus on the
best techniques to use.
The scientific computing literature includes many established techniques
for dealing with uniform communication latency. For example, asynchronous
communication primitives facilitate communication hiding, and many bulk syn-
chronous applications use these primitives to overlap computation and com-
munication. These optimizations work best when communication latency is
uniform and predictable, and it can be difficult in practice to characterize their
effectiveness [125].
Grid-based MPI systems such as MPICH-G2 give application developers
mechanisms to adapt their applications for environments in which communi-
cation latencies are nonuniform due to network heterogeneity [81]. Unfortu-
nately, these systems do not address dynamic latency variance within a single
point-to-point communication channel, which is common in the cloud.
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The most scalable parallel algorithms do not just hide communication over-
head; they also avoid communication at the expense of performing some redun-
dant computation. This idea has been used for years in large-scale PDE solvers,
where each process is responsible for a part of a mesh surrounded by a layer of
“ghost cells” used to receive data from neighboring processes. By using mul-
tiple layers of ghost cells, processes can effectively communicate not at every
tick, but once every several ticks. These ideas have been extended to the more
general setting of sparse linear algebra [47]. While communicating less often
certainly helps, this technique alone cannot deal with latency spikes. Even if
multiple layers of ghost cells are used, when a message is scheduled to be de-
livered the receiving process must block waiting for it. Intuitively, in order to
tolerate a latency spike, whenever possible, the receiving process should run
some useful work that it can perform until the delayed message arrives.
Other techniques from the HPC community target bulk synchronous appli-
cations, such as balancing the computation and communication load among
processes [105], forming subgroups of processes for global synchronization [23],
and replacing the global synchronization barriers with local synchronization by
dynamically exploiting locality during each time step [2, 83]. In contrast to our
approach, all of these methods block at synchronization points if messages are
not available. In order to deal with jitter, new techniques need the flexibility to
either take incoming messages at synchronization points or proceed with useful
work in case these messages are not available. Our scheduling and replica-
tion techniques achieve this goal, generalizing and extending the special case of
ghost cells described above to enable both reduced communication and jitter-
tolerance.
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Specific algorithms have been developed to accelerate convergence of it-
erative methods, effectively reducing the total communication requirements.
Examples include methods for graph algorithms, such as fast convergence of
PageRank [79, 87], as well as for computation of large-scale linear systems and
eigenvalue problems, such as Krylov subspace methods [16, 47]. While many of
these techniques change the communication pattern of applications to acceler-
ate execution, they do not generalize across different applications domains.
Data parallel programming languages provide automatic parallelism over
regular data structures such as sets and arrays [21, 24, 128, 43]. However, these
approaches only support restricted data structures, making it both unnatural
and inefficient to express certain time-stepped applications, such as behavior
simulations. In addition, there is little support in these programming models
for declaring dependencies among subsets of data.
Emerging programming models for the cloud, such as MapReduce [45] or
DryadLINQ [157], have limited support for iterative applications; a number of
recent proposals target exactly this issue [26, 94, 159]. Most of these optimiza-
tions add support for resident or cached state to a MapReduce programming
model. The basic assumption is that the dominant factor in computation time
is streaming large amounts of data at every iteration. In contrast, this disserta-
tion looks at scientific applications with fast iterations where computation time
typically exceeds data access time. In these scenarios, network jitter is a funda-
mental optimization aspect.
In previous work, we have shown how database techniques can bring both
ease of programming and scalability to behavioral simulations [143], but we did
not address how to tolerate network jitter. Related is also Bloom, a declarative,
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database-style programming environment for the development of distributed
applications in the cloud [3]; our work is not as ambitious as it only targets BSP
scientific applications and focusses on network jitter. A confluence of BLOOM
and CALM and our techniques is an interesting direction for future work.
5.2 Deployment Optimization in Public Clouds
Subgraph Isomorphism. The subgraph isomorphism problem is known to be NP-
Complete [57]. There is an extensive literature about algorithms for special cases
of the subgraph isomorphism problem, e.g., for graphs of bounded genus [101],
grids [102], or planar graphs [48]. Algorithms based on searching and prun-
ing [38, 37, 137] as well as constraint programming [86, 161] have been used
to solve the general case of the problem. In our Node Deployment Problem, a
mapping from application nodes to instances needs to be determined as in the
subgraph isomorphism problem, but in addition the mapping must minimize
the deployment cost.
Overlay Placement. Another way to look at the Node Deployment Problem is
to find a good overlay within the allocated instances. The networking commu-
nity has invested significant effort in intelligently placing intermediate overlay
nodes to optimize Internet routing reliability and TCP performance [67, 122].
This community has also investigated node deployment in other contexts, such
as proxy placement [90] and web server/cache placement [84, 112]. In the
database community, there have been studies in extensible definition of dis-
semination overlays [110], as well as operator placement for stream-processing
systems [111]. In contrast to all of these previous approaches, ClouDiA focuses
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on optimizing the direct end-to-end network performance without changing
routing infrastructure in a datacenter setting.
Virtual Network Embedding. Both the virtual network embedding prob-
lem [33, 36, 51, 156] and the testbed mapping problem [120] map nodes and
links in a virtual network to a substrate network taking into account various
resource constraints, including CPU, network bandwidth, and permissible de-
lays. Traditional techniques used in solving these problems cannot be applied
to our public cloud scenario simply because treating the entire datacenter as
a substrate network would exceed the instance sizes they can handle. Recent
work provides more scalable solutions for resource allocation at the datacenter
scale by greedily exploiting server locality [14, 64]. However, this work does not
take network latency into consideration. CloudDiA focuses on latency-sensitive
applications and examines a different angle: We argue network heterogeneity is
unavoidable in public clouds and therefore optimize the deployment as a cloud
tenant rather than the infrastructure provider. Such role changing enables us
to frame the problem as an application tuning problem and better capture opti-
mization goals relevant to latency-sensitive applications. Also, we only need to
consider instances allocated by a given tenant, which is a substantially smaller
set than the entire data center. Of course, nothing precludes the methodology
provided by ClouDiA being incorporated by the cloud provider upon alloca-
tion for a given tenant, as long as the provider can obtain latency-sensitivity
information from the application.
Auto-tuning in the Cloud. In the database community, there is a long tradition
of auto-tuning approaches, with AutoAdmin [30] and COMFORT [144] as some
of its seminal projects. Recently, more attention has focused on auto-tuning in
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the cloud setting. Babu investigates how to tune the parameters of MapRe-
duce programs automatically [12], while Jahani et al. automatically analyze
and optimize MapReduce programs with data-aware techniques [75]. Lee et al.
optimizes resource allocation for data-intensive applications using a prediction
engine [88]. Conductor [146] assists public cloud tenants in finding the right set
of resources to save cost. Both of the above two approaches are similar in spirit
to ClouDiA. However, they focus on Map-reduce style computation with high
bandwidth consumption. Our work differs in that we focus on latency-sensitive
applications in the cloud, and develop appropriate auto-tuning techniques for
this different setting.
Cloud Orchestration. AWS CloudFormation [9] allows tenants to provision and
manage various cloud resources together using templates. However, intercon-
nection performance requirements cannot be specified. AWS also supports clus-
ter placement groups and guarantees low network latency between instances
within the same placement group. Only costly instance types are supported
and the number of instances that can be allocated to the same placement group
is restricted. HP Intelligent Management Center Virtual Application Network
Manager [72] orchestrates virtual machine network connectivity to ease appli-
cation deployment. Although it allows tenants to specify an ‘information rate’
for each instance, there is no guarantee on pairwise network performance char-
acteristics, especially network latency. Wrasse [114] provides a generic tool for
cloud service providers to solve allocation problems. It does not take network
latency into account.
Topology-Aware Distributed Systems. Many recent large-scale distributed sys-
tems built for data centers are aware of network topology. Cassandra [85] and
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Hadoop DFS [66] both provide policies to prevent rack-correlated failure by
spreading replicas across racks. DyradLINQ [157] runs rack-level partial aggre-
gation to reduce cross-rack network traffic. Purlieus [109] explores data local-
ity for MapReduce tasks also to save cross-rack bandwidth. Quincy [74] stud-
ies the problem of scheduling with not only locality but also fairness under a
fine-grained resource sharing model. The optimizations in these previous ap-
proaches are both rack- and application-specific. By contrast, ClouDiA takes
into account arbitrary levels of difference in mean latency between instances. In
addition, ClouDiA is both more generic and more transparent to applications.
Network Performance in Public Clouds. Public clouds have been demon-
strated to suffer from latency jitter by several experimental studies [126,
142]. Our previous work has proposed a general framework to make scientific
applications jitter-tolerant in a cloud environment [167], allowing applications
to tolerate latency spikes. However, this work does little to deal with stable
differences in mean latency. Zaharia et al. observed network bandwidth hetero-
geneity due to instance colocation in public clouds and has designed a specula-
tive scheduling algorithm to improve response time of MapReduce tasks [160].
Farley et al. also exploit such network bandwidth as well as other types of het-
erogeneity in public clouds to improve performance [53]. To the best of our
knowledge, ClouDiA is the first work that experimentally observes network la-
tency heterogeneity in public clouds and optimizes application performance by
solving the Node Deployment Problem.
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5.3 Speed Control for Interactive Data Analysis in the Cloud
Cluster Resource Manager. There has been much work in the HPC commu-
nity on efficient management of cluster resources. The TORQUE Resource Man-
ager [134] is a widely-used distributed resource manager which provides con-
trol over batch jobs and distributed computing resources. Condor [93] man-
ages large heterogeneous collections of distributed machines and uses their
idle time for running computation tasks. The ClassAd matchmaking frame-
work is used in Condor to schedule tasks on machines with enough available
resources [117]. LSF [164, 165] enables sharing of compute clusters between
organizations for both batch and interactive jobs. Recent cluster resource man-
agers focus on supporting multiple applications or computing frameworks with
resource isolation. Mesos [71] introduces a two-level scheduling mechanism
to support fine-grained resource sharing between multiple cluster computing
frameworks. The resource offering in Mesos is pushed to each framework by
allowing them to take a lock on the global resource table and select resources
within the table. YARN [139], the resource manager for Hadoop 2.0, uses a
pull-based model where YARN receives resource requests from applications
and allocate resources based on application-specified constraints. Omega [129]
allows different frameworks to access a shared cluster state together under opti-
mal concurrency control to achieve better flexibility and scalability. None of the
above resource managers supports elastically changing the overall cluster size,
and none of them can compose the most cost-effective cluster using heteroge-
neous instances.
Task Scheduler. Hadoop uses queue-based schedulers to enable sharing be-
tween users while maintaining fairness [136] or guaranteeing minimum capac-
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ity [135]. FLEX [149] extends the Hadoop scheduler to optimize for a variety of
standard scheduling theory metrics. Quincy [74] is a fair scheduler for Dryad
that tackles the conflict between locality and fairness using a min-cost flow for-
mulation. Delay Scheduling [158] suggests that with a small amount of wait
time for getting locality, it achieves nearly optimal data locality and fairness in
a variety of workloads. Ghodis et al. proposes Dominant Resource Fairness
(DRF) for fair resource allocation with multiple resource types [60]. Under DRF,
increasing the allocation of any user will decrease the allocation of another user.
Hierarchical DRF [20] extends DRF support hierarchies scheduling which en-
sures each node in the hierarchy tree obtains at least a predefined fair share of
resources. Choosy [61] is a fast online scheduler that approximates optimal con-
strained max-min fairness with on average 2% difference. All these schedulers
are mainly designed for batch jobs and do not provide steady and dynamically
configurable performance guarantees for interactive in-memory computing.
Performance Isolation in the Cloud. Providing cloud services with perfor-
mance isolation has recently attracted much attention. Pisces [132] achieves
per-tenant performance isolation and fairness for shared key-value storage.
Cake [141] allows tenants to set high-level service level objectives to explore
the trade-off between latency and throughput in a distributed storage system.
SQLVM [104, 44] enables performance isolation between tenants in a single
database server without statically assigning resources. These systems target
different kinds of cloud services than our focus on distributed in-memory data
analytics. Other work improves performance isolation between users sharing
the same last level cache [162], CPUs and network devices [65], and data center
network [131]. These techniques build the infrastructural foundation to support
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application-level performance isolation, complementing our work.
Interactive Data Analytics. Spark [159], built on top of Mesos, supports itera-
tive machine learning algorithms and interactive data analysis by holding the
entire dataset in memory and using resilient distributed datasets to retain fault
tolerance. Shark [151] extends Spark to support OLAP SQL queries and reopti-
mizes queries at run-time based on fine-grained data statistics. Both DB2 with
BLU Acceleration [118] and SAP HANA [52] achieve interactive querying by
optimizing for in-memory processing. Cetintemel et al. proposes a database
navigator service for interactive data analysis which helps users find interest-
ing data [27]. Stat! [15] generates query results progressively to interact with
data scientists by using a streaming engine. These emerging interactive data
analytics engines motivate our work.
Bin Packing and Virtual Machine Placement. For the one-dimensional on-
line bin packing problem, Yao shows that Revised First-Fit has performance
ratio 5/3, and also no online algorithm can have performance ratio better than
3/2 [152]. Efforts have been made to extend the original online bin packing
problem to more complicated realistic settings. Variable-sized online bin pack-
ing problem allows bins of different sizes [41, 130]. Epstein considers the case
that each bin is only allowed to store a bounded amount of tasks [49]. In the vec-
tor bin packing problem, objects are treated as d-dimensional vectors and a set of
vectors fits into a bin if and only if the sum of the vectors is no larger than one in
each dimension. For online vector bin packing, a simple first fit algorithm pro-
vides a (d+0.7) competitive ratio [56] and the lower bound was recently proved
to be Ω(d1−) [11]. Inspired by the virtual machine placement and tenant alloca-
tion problems in data centers, recent work studies the effectiveness of variations
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of bin packing algorithms under realistic workloads, independent of worst-case
performance [18, 121, 150]. Optimization models for virtual machine alloca-
tion problem have also been widely study recently, for multiple objects [163],
price uncertainty [28], energy consumption [77], and traffic-awareness [100].
The data placement problem we need to solve, although related to an online
vector bin packing and virtual machine placement problem, is strictly harder
than the above extensions for two reasons. First, in our systems, interactive
sessions can be terminated and consequently cause data removal at any time.
Also, we are allowed to freely partition the dataset before packing, as long as
the speed requirement is met.
User Interaction Model. The importance of taking user’s think time into consid-
eration in designing and benchmarking interactive systems has been addressed
by many researchers [1, 107, 127, 32, 27]. Agrawal et al. model the user think
time between reads and writes within a transaction [1]. Schaffner et al. use a
random think time drawn from a exponential distribution with a mean of five
seconds for performance measurement [127]. Olston et al. discuss the possi-
bility of using the think time between queries to compute answers of antici-
pated future queries [107]. Cetintemel et al. also employ user think time to run
prefetching and caching for interactive data exploration [27].
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APPENDIX A
APPENDIX FOR CHAPTER 3
A.1 Formal Model of Computation
In this section, we provide a formal presentation of the time-stepped model
introduced in Section 2.4.
A.1.1 Data Dependencies
We refer the reader to Section 2.4 for the definitions of global state and time-
stepped application logic.
Section 2.4 also introduced function STEP. We now formalize the constraints
we need to place on the relationship between the two input parameters of STEP.
Properties 1 and 2 require that the stepping state be a subset of the context state.
In order to express data parallelism and adjust the layers of computation, we
want a stronger relationship.
Definition 5 (Read Data Dependency). For a given STEP and query Q, we say
Q ≺R Q′ if and only if, for any state S , Q(S ) ⊆ Q′(S ) and
STEP
(
Q(S ), S ′
)
= STEP
(
Q(S ), S
)
for all Q′(S ) ⊆ S ′ ⊆ S (A.1)
The intuition of Definition 5 is that using Q′(S ) as context is sufficient to give
us the correct results for Q(S ), and adding more tuples does not change this
result. The functions RD and RX in Section 2.4 are declared according to this
definition, such that ∀Q,RX(Q) ≺R Q and Q ≺R RD(Q).
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In the algorithms presented in Chapter 2, we often break our dependency
sets up into several layers. The following proposition is useful for combining
these layers back together.
Proposition 1. For any queries Qa ≺R Q′a and Qb ≺R Q′b, we have Qa∧Qb ≺R Q′a∧Q′b.
Proof Sketch. This result follows immediately from Property 2 and Definition 5.

Another challenge is the representation of write dependencies. In the fish
simulation example, the partitions are geometric regions, and a fish may swim
from one region to another. Fortunately, time-stepped computation ensures that
we need only look at the current state, and not the history of migrations. So we
only need to identify the write dependencies at each time step, and use that to
guide our interprocess communication. This is the motivation for the following
definition.
Definition 6 (Write Data Dependency). For a given STEP and query Q, we say
Q ≺W Q′ if and only if, for any state S , Q(S ) ⊆ Q′(S ) and
Q
(
GSTEP(S )
)
= Q
(
STEP(S ′, S )
)
for all Q′(S ) ⊆ S ′ ⊆ S (A.2)
Intuitively, if Q ≺W Q′, we are guaranteed that no tuple outside the state
specified by Q′ will create tuples into the local state Q(S t) during any time
step t. Therefore, by computing STEP(Q′(S t), S t), we can obtain the complete
Q(S t+1) which already contains all possibly written data. In fact, the functions
WD and WX in Section 2.4 are declared according to this definition, such that
∀Q,WX(Q) ≺W Q and Q ≺W WD(Q).
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A.1.2 Correctness of Algorithms
We now illustrate how we use this formal model to establish the correctness of
the algorithms presented in Chapter 2.
Theorem 1 (Correctness of Algorithm 1). Let S ti be the value for process Pi at line 13.
Then
⋃
i Qi(S ti) = S
t.
Proof. We know from Property 2 and Definition 5 that
S t+1 =
n⋃
i=1
STEP(Qi(S t),RD(Qi)(S t)) (A.3)
As each query Qi is monotonic, by Property 1 we only need to prove Qi(S t) ⊆ S ti
and RD(Qi)(S t) ⊆ S ti. As Q is properly contained in RD(Q), Definition 6 ensures
that Q ≺W WD(RD(Q)). Hence DISJOINT guarantees that we communicate the
right information to ensure RD(Qi)(S t) ⊆ S ti by line 13. 
Theorem 2 (Correctness of Algorithm 2). Let S twi be the value for process Pi at
line 20. Then
⋃
i Qi(S
tw
i ) = S
tw .
Proof Sketch. Because of the nested loop in lines 18 to 23, we need to show that
the algorithm halts. In particular, we must guarantee that TRYRECEIVE(tw) at
line 19 eventually succeeds for all tw. This argument proceeds by induction;
assuming that TRYRECEIVE(t) has succeeded for all processes for t < tw, then
DEPTH[tw] = 0 for all these processes and we execute line 14.
The rest of the proof is similar to the one for Algorithm 1, noting that RX and
WX work as the inverses of RD and WD, respectively. The only major difference
is handling the difference operations in line 10. This follows from Proposition 1.

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Theorem 3 (Correctness of Algorithm 3). Let S twi be the value for process Pi at line 9.
Then
⋃
i Qi(S
tw
i ) = S
tw .
Proof Sketch. The proof uses many of the techniques from the correctness of Al-
gorithms 1 and 2. Again, we can show that the algorithm halts by proving that
TRYRECEIVE(tw) at line 8 will eventually be successful if tw mod k = 0 using in-
duction. Assuming that TRYRECEIVE(t) has succeeded for all processes for t < tw
such that t mod k = 0, then all m layers of replicated are updated to tw − k. Since
m ≥ k − 1, Q is able to proceed to tw without receiving any messages in between.
So line 5 is guaranteed to execute.
The rest of the proof is also similar to the one for Algorithm 1. In particular,
we again make use of Proposition 1 to combine the replicated layers. 
A.2 Application Pseudocode
A.2.1 Jacobi Pseudocode
As mentioned previously in Section 2.6.1, we consider the prototypical problem
of solving a steady-state heat diffusion problem using a regular 2D mesh. To
solve this problem by Jacobi iteration, each grid point needs to communicate its
heat values to its four spatial neighbors at each step.
It is easy to abstract this style of computation in our programming model.
Function PART creates a block partitioning of the original matrix:
List<Query> PART(int n) {
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File globalState = getGlobalStateFromCkpt();
List<BlockBoundary> bbs =
blockPartitionMatrix(globalState,n);
List<BlockQuery> queries = getBlockQuery(bbs);
return queries;
}
Each block query only needs to represent the ranges of indexes that define
the block. Applying proper dependencies of such block query to the NEW func-
tion yields a submatrix for the corresponding block, which is stored locally to a
process.
The computation of a STEP is straightforward and is therefore omitted. We
iterate over the cells of the matrix block given as input and execute the standard
heat diffusion. Again, the runtime can only generate correct calls to STEP if it
can calculate an appropriate context. So the developer must specify dependency
functions. As the structure of the matrix does not change during computation,
WD and WX are just identity. Functions RD and RX return queries that obtain
the cells in the neighborhood of the query given as input.
Query RD(Query q) {
MatrixRange m = (MatrixRange) q;
return new MatrixRange(m.lowLeftX() - 1, m.lowLeftY() - 1,
m.upperRightX() + 1, m.upperRightY() + 1);
}
Query RX(Query q) {
MatrixRange m = (MatrixRange) q;
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return new MatrixRange(m.lowLeftX() + 1, m.lowLeftY() + 1,
m.upperRightX() - 1, m.upperRightY() - 1);
}
These queries either enlarge or shrink the matrix range by one in each direc-
tion.
A.2.2 PageRank Pseudocode
As observed previously in Google’s Pregel framework, many graph computa-
tions are easily expressible as time-stepped applications [98]. In the following,
we show how to express PageRank in our programming model.
We first observe that the graph structure itself does not change during the
computation of PageRank. So we can compute a partitioning of the graph at the
start, e.g., reusing a well-known graph partitioning toolkit such as METIS [82],
and use this partitioning throughout computation. The corresponding PART
function is shown as follows:
List<Query> PART(int n) {
File globalState = readGlobalStateFromCkpt();
PartitionMap pm = callMETIS(globalState,n);
List<PartitionQuery> queries = getPartitionQueries(pm);
for (PartitionQuery pq in queries) {
// precompute labels
pq.labelPartition(globalState);
}
return queries;
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}When we call METIS, we also label each vertex in the state with a special at-
tribute, its partition number. A partition query returns all vertices with a given
partition number. PART not only invokes METIS, but also performs some pre-
computation on the vertices for performance. In particular, we label the bound-
ary vertices of a partition with value 0. Every other vertex inside the partition
gets label i if it only has incoming edges from vertices labeled j ≥ i − 1, and
every vertex outside the partition gets label i if it has outgoing edges to vertices
labeled j = i + 1.
This precomputation allows us to determine dependency relationships more
efficiently at runtime by encoding queries on labels and on partition numbers.
The STEP function is the familiar PageRank computation, with context con-
taining all neighbors of vertices in the input set:
State STEP(State toStep, State context) {
State result = getGraph();
for (Vertex v in toStep) {
Vertex v’ = result.getVertex(v);
v’.rank = 0.0;
for (Vertex u in context, u directed to v) {
// compute contribution of u to v
v’.rank += u.rank / u.outDegree
}}
return result;
}
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Our runtime needs to ensure only correct applications of function STEP. For
this, the developer only needs to provide specifications of the data dependency
functions. As in the Jacobi example, the graph structure remains unchanged
during computation, and thus functions WD and WX are again identity. Queries
obtain vertex sets inside and across partitions according to the partition num-
ber and the labels inside partitions. Given that these labels are assigned in the
precomputation done by function PART, we can express functions RD and RX as
queries on these labels:
Query RD(Query q) {
// get incoming neighbors in same partition
Query rdQuery = new LabelQuery(q.label() - 1);
return rdQuery;
}
Query RX(Query q) {
Query rxQuery = new LabelQuery(q.label() + 1);
return rxQuery;
}
Function RD expands the current vertex set by obtaining all vertices with
labels smaller by one. As with the Jacobi example, these queries expand or
contract the corresponding vertex sets by one hop. Function RX operates only
on partition local data, selecting vertices with label greater by one.
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B.1 Problem Complexity
Theorem 4. The Longest-Link Node Deployment Problem (LLNDP) is NP-hard.
Proof. We reduce the Subgraph Isomorphism Problem (SIP), which is known to
be NP-Hard [57], to the LLNDP. Consider an instance of SIP, where G1 =
(V1, E1),G2 = (V2, E2), and we look for a mapping σ : V1 → V2 such that when-
ever (i, j) ∈ E1, then (σ(i), σ( j)) ∈ E2. We build an instance of the LLNDP as
follows. We set N = V1, S = V2, G = (V1, E1), and the costs CL(i, j) to 1 whenever
the edge (i, j) belongs to E2, and to 2 otherwise. By solving LLNDP, we get a de-
ployment plan D. G2 contains a subgraph isomorphic to G1 whenever CLLD = 1
and σ = D. 
In order to show hardness of approximation, we will assume in the next two
theorems that all communication costs are distinct. This assumption is fairly
realistic, even more so as these costs are typically real numbers that are experi-
mentally measured.
Theorem 5. There is no α-absolute approximation algorithm to the Longest-Link Node
Deployment Problem in the case where all communication costs are distinct, unless
P=NP.
Proof. Consider an instance I of the LLNDP, consisting of G = (N, E), CL(i, j)
where i, j ∈ S , and CL(i, j) = CL(i′, j′) if and only if i = i′ and j = j′. We or-
der all the communication links (i1, j1), (i2, j2) ..., (i|N|2 , j|N |2) in increasing order of
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their communication costs. Let (iw, jw) be the Longest Link used in the optimal
solution for I, with optimal value CL(iw, jw). Notice that any instance of LLNDP
that shares the same G and S as well as the same exact ordering of the commu-
nication links will also have an optimal value equal to CL(iw, jw). Now, assume
that there is an α-absolute approximation algorithm A to LLNDP. We build an
instance I′ by changing the communication costs in I to CL(ik, jk) = (α+1)k. Note
that I and I′ share the same ordering of the communication links, and any two
links in I′ have communication costs that are at least α+1 apart. SinceA returns
a longest link (iw′ , jw′) for I′ such that CL(iw′ , jw′) ≤ CL(iw, jw)+α,A actually solves
I′ optimally. The fact that LLNDP is NP-hard completes the proof. 
Theorem 6. There is no -relative approximation algorithm to the
Longest-Link Node Deployment Problem in the case where all costs are distinct, unless
P=NP.
Proof. As in the previous proof, we build an instance I′ that differs from I only
by the costs of the links. We set these costs to be CL(ik, jk) = ( + 1)k for every
link (i, j) where i, j ∈ S . In that case, for any two links (ip, jp) and (iq, jq) where
p < q, we have CL(ip, jp) <  · CL(iq, jq). The fact that a -relative approximation
algorithm would return a longest link (iw′ , jw′) of I′ such that CL(iw′ , jw′) ≤  ·
CL(iw, jw) completes the proof. 
Theorem 7. The Longest-Path Node Deployment Problem (LPNDP) is NP-hard.
Proof. The proof is otherwise identical to the proof of Theorem 4 except when
(i, j) does not belong to E2, we set CL(i, j) to |E1| + 1 and the final check is now
CLPD ≤ |E1|. 
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B.2 Distance Approximations
All techniques in Section 3.5 may require non-negligible measurement time to
obtain pairwise mean latencies. We also experimented with the following two
approximations to network distance, which are both simple and intuitively re-
lated to mean latency.
1. IP Distance. Our first approximation makes use of internal IPv4 addresses
in the cloud. The hypothesis is that if two instances share a common /24 ad-
dress prefix, then these instances are more likely to be located in the same or
in a nearby rack than if the two instances only share a common /8 prefix. We
can therefore define IP distance as a measure of the dissimilarity between two
IP addresses: Two instances sharing the same /x address prefix but not /x+1
address prefix have IP distance 32 - x. We can future adjust the sensitive of this
measurement by considering g(1 ≤ g < 32) consecutive bits of the IP addresses
together.
2. Hop Count. A slightly more sophisticated approximation is the hop count
between two instances. The hop count is the number of intermediate routers
through which data flows from source to destination. Hop count can be ob-
tained by sending packets from source to destination and monitoring the Time
To Live (TTL) field of the IP header.
Experimental Evaluation. We evaluated the two approximations above with
the same experimental setup described in Section 3.6.2. We compare both IP
distance and hop count against the mean round-trip latency measurement re-
sults obtained using the staged approach described in Section 3.5.
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Figure B.1: Latency order by IP distance
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Figure B.2: Latency order by Hop Count
In Figure B.1, we show the effect of using IP distances as an approximation.
In this experiment, we consider 8 consecutive bits of the IP address together:
two instances sharing a /24 address prefix have IP distance 1; two instances
with the same /16 prefix but not /24 prefix have IP distance 2, and so on. We
also experimented with other sensitivity configurations and the results are sim-
ilar. The x axis is in log scale and divided into 3 groups based on the value of
IP distance. Since we used the internal IP addresses of EC2, all of which share
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the same /8 prefix, we do not observe IP distance of 4. Within each group, links
are ordered by round-trip latency measurements. If IP distance were a desirable
approximation, we would expect that pairs with higher IP distance would also
have higher latencies. Figure B.1 shows that such monotonicity does not always
hold. For example, within the group of IP distance = 2, there exist links having
lower latency than some links of IP distance = 1, as well as links having higher
latency than some links of IP distance= 3. Interestingly, the lowest latencies are
observed in pairs with IP distance= 2.
The effect of using hop count as an approximation is shown in Figure B.2.
Similarly, the x axis is in log scale and divided into 3 groups based on hop
count. We do not observe any pair of instances that are 2 hops apart. Within
each group, links are ordered by round-trip latencies. As in Figure B.1, there ex-
ists a significant number of link pairs ordered inconsistently by hop count and
measured latency.
The above results demonstrate that IP distance and hop count, though easy
to obtain, do not effectively predict network latency.
B.3 Public Cloud Service Providers
To demonstrate the applicability of ClouDiA in public clouds other than the one
offered by Amazon Web Services, we report latency heterogeneity and mean la-
tency stability measurements in Google Compute Engine and Rackspace Cloud
Server.
Figure B.3 shows the CDF of the mean pairwise end-to-end latencies among
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Figure B.3: Latency Heterogeneity in Google Compute Engine
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Figure B.4: Mean Latency Stability in Google Compute Engine
50 Google Compute Engine n1-standard-1 instances in the us-central1-a region,
obtained by measuring TCP round-trip times of 1KB messages. Around 5%
of the instance pairs exhibit mean latency below 0.32 ms, whereas the top 5%
are above 0.5 ms. Figure B.4 shows the mean latencies of four representative
links over 60 hours, with each latency measurement averaged over an hour. We
observe a similar behavior of mean latency stability over time as in Amazon
EC2. By contrast, latency heterogeneity is somewhat smaller; however, it is still
present.
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Figure B.5: Latency Heterogeneity in Rackspace Cloud Server
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Figure B.6: Mean Latency Stability in Rackspace Cloud Server
Similarly, Figure B.5 shows the CDF of the mean pairwise end-to-end laten-
cies among 50 Rackspace Cloud Server performance1-1 instances in the North-
ern Virginia (IAD) region, obtained by measuring TCP round-trip times of 1KB
messages. Around 5% of the instance pairs have latency below 0.24 ms, whereas
the top 5% are above 0.38 ms. Figure B.6 shows the mean latencies of four rep-
resentative links over 60 hours, with latency measurement averaged over an
hour. The effects observed are largely in line with the ones seen in the Google
Compute Cloud.
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The above results confirm the existence of latency heterogeneity and mean
latency stability in the public clouds of both Google Compute Engine and
Rackspace Cloud Server. The results suggest that by adopting ClouDiA, cloud
tenants can achieve significant reduction in time-to-solution or service response
time in these public clouds as well, and not only on Amazon EC2.
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